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List of phonetic symbols: 

Vowels:  

a open front unrounded; the first element of English diphthongs aǺ (high) and  aʊ 

(how) 

ɑ open back unrounded; father (ɑ:) 

æ open front unrounded; trap  

e close-mid front unrounded; dress; first element of English diphthongs eǺ (face) and 

RP eə (square) 

ə mid central unrounded; in about; first element of RP diphthong əʊ (goat), second 
element of RP diphthongs in near, square, cure 

ɚ rhotacized ə; GA better  

Ǭ mid central unrounded; RP nurse (Ǭ:) 

ǭ rhotacized Ǭ; GA nurse (ǭ:) 

i close front unrounded; key (i:); English neutralization of i: - Ǻ in happy 

Ǻ close-mid centralized; kit; second element of English diphthongs aǺ (price), eǺ (face), ǤǺ 

(choice) 

o close-mid back rounded; first element of AmE diphthong oʊ (goat) 

Ǥ open-mid back rounded; in thought; first element of English diphthong ǤǺ (choice) 

Ǣ open back rounded; RP lot  

u close back rounded; goose (u:) 

ʊ lowered centralized; foot; second element of English diphthongs aʊ (mouth), əʊ (goat) 

Ȝ open-mid back unrounded; love 
 

Consonants: 

b voiced bilabial plosive; labour 

d voiced alveolar plosive; sudden 

dȢ voiced palato-alveolar fricative; marriage 

ð voiced dental fricative; father 

f voiceless labiodentals fricative; phone 

g voiced velar plosive; eagle 

h voiceless glottal fricative; horse 

j voiced palatal approximant; yet 

k voiceless velar plosive; key 

l voiced alveolar lateral approximant; lock 

ǻ voiced alveolar lateral approximant with velarization; fell 



 

 

m voiced bilabial nasal; mouse 

n voiced uvular nasal; number 

ŋ voiced velar nasal; hunger 

p voiceless bilabial plosive; pit 

r voiced alveolar trill; red 

s voiceless alveolar fricative; sea 

ʃ voiceless palate-alveolar fricative; shout 

tʃ voiced palate-alveolar affricate; ch in leech 

t voiceless alveolar plosive; tender 

tʟ alveolar tap; GA city 

θ voiceless dental fricative; thought 

v voiced labiodentals fricative; voice 

w voiced labial-velar approximant; well 

z voiced alveolar fricative; zoom 
 
Other symbols:  
ʔ glottal stop 
ə optional sound 

ɑ primary stress 

ɕ secondary stress 

˘ extra short vowel  

|| tone unit 

| pause 

ʝ dental sound 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Abstract: 

The thesis presents two aspects of speech sounds comparison. The theoretical comparison 
of speech sounds of two standard English accents, Received Pronunciation and General 
American, has shown that differences between these to accents consist mainly in the 
vocalic area and the phenomenon of rhoticity.  

The practical comparison shows these standard accents in relation to actual utterances by 
British and American speakers. The aim is to find out to what extent eight speakers deviate 
from their standard accents in their reading aloud. Variations have been identified namely 
in the vocalic area. While four British speakers under scrutiny showed rather minor 
variations from RP, four American speakers deviated from GA more frequently.  
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INTRODUCTION  

 
The world being a global place today is undoubtedly in need of a global language 

which would be understood in all its parts in all spheres of human life, as to understand and 

being understood is nowadays a matter of crucial importance. Such status has been over a 

long period of time attributed to English which has crossed the border of its original 

territory and has spread worldwide as the primary means of communication.  The term 

“global language” does not, however, imply that there is one single variety of language 

easily understood by everyone. Considering the fact how many people speak this language 

worldwide, it can be deduced that there are numerous pronunciation varieties of English 

which can be distinguished by a diverse phonemic inventory.  Of all English accents there 

are two which can be considered as most important and which most foreign learners of 

English are taught: Received Pronunciation or BBC English accent of British English 

variety and General American accent of American English variety. 

The aim of this bachelor thesis is to describe phonemic and some phonetic 

differences between these two major accents of English. Thanks to regional language 

varieties in both territories, these terms are, however, rather broad, therefore I will focus on 

two model pronunciations – Received Pronunciation (henceforth RP) and General 

American Pronunciation (henceforth GA). 

The thesis is divided into two parts – theoretical and practical. The first part of the 

theoretical part is devoted briefly to the accents of the English language and provides 

background information on the two accents dealt with in this thesis. It is followed by the 

description of vowel and consonant systems of both. The practical part is based on the 

analysis of 8 recordings by different American and British speakers with the effort to 

analyze in what terms the speech of the informants diverts from the model pronunciations 

that are considered an “educated accent” in both countries in which they are spoken.  
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THEORETICAL PART  

1 The Accent 

The term accent refers to the way one pronounces sounds and words and it 

includes intonation, too. Wells (1982) puts it that it may be regarded as the 

phonetic / phonological component of the variety a speaker speaks. He regards 

accents as “powerful indicators of geographical identity” (ibid., p. 8).  

 Giegerich (1992, p. 52) distinguishes three types of variations that are 

possible among accents: Realisational variation is a common type of variations 

where phonemes are the same but their phonetic realization differs. Phonemic 

variation consists in the difference between the numbers of phonemes. And finally 

lexical variation consists in the way how speakers of different accents use different 

phonemes in different words.  

In general, differences of accent refer to pronunciation differences (Roach, 

2009). 

  

1.1. Accents of the Present Day English 

English is a native language for around 377 million people worldwide 

(Crystal, 1995). The high number of English-speaking population implies also 

a high number of different ways of English pronunciation. Wells (1982) divides the 

English accents into two major groups – North American one and one of British-

oriented countries. England, Wales, Scotland, Ireland, West Indies and Australia, 

New Zealand and southern Africa fall within the latter one. Most homogenous 

territories in terms of local accents are Australia, New Zealand and the American 

far west. Britain is, on the contrary, most diversified in this respect. These main 

accent groups can be further subdivided into regional areas or even cities with 

characteristic accents. The fact whether the area is urban or rural plays also its role. 

Apart from regional variations, accents of the present-day English can be 

divided into several classes according to the factors which influence them. Thus we 

can distinguish between regional varieties, social varieties or ethnic varieties 

(Viereck et al., 2004). They are also strongly influenced by a social position of the 

speaker. In this respect differences in phonetic realizations are to be observed more 

strongly in England than North America due to the traditional social class 

stratification (Wells, 1982a).  
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Although the tendencies are towards equal perception of all spoken varieties 

of English (Baugh, 1963) foreign learners are usually taught one of the major 

English accents - either Received Pronunciation or BBC English or General 

American for productive purposes, and are exposed to a number of English accents 

for receptive purposes. 

 

1.2. Standard Accents 

A standard accent, as Wells puts it, is “the one which, at a given time and 

place is generally considered correct: it is held up as a model of how one ought to 

speak, it is encouraged in the classroom, it is widely regarded as the most desirable 

accent for a person in a high-status profession to have” (1982, p. 34). He also 

speaks of a non-localizable accent, an accent revealing little or nothing of 

a person´s geographical origin. The spoken standard (or, as it is sometimes called, 

the received or educated standard) (Baugh, 1963) varies in different parts of the 

English-speaking world. The standard in England is thus different from the one in 

the USA, Canada, Australia or New Zealand. 

Gimson (2001) notes the British are particularly sensitive to variations in 

their pronunciation, such extreme sensitivity not being observed in any other 

English-speaking country. The way one speaks in Britain is often connected with a 

rank in society and some dialects and accents tend to be considered as inferior. In 

this regard, one kind of English pronunciation enjoys more social prestige than 

others and has become an orthoepic1 norm, namely the pronunciation of the south-

east of England, so called Received Pronunciation. RP is treated as a standard in 

other English-speaking countries, as well, like Australia, New Zealand and South 

Africa, while Americans have a pronunciation standard of their own, so called 

General American English. GA, however, is not connected with such a social 

stigmatization as RP. It rather serves as a standard for comparison with other 

dialects and accents. 

 

1.2.1. Received Pronunciation 

The term Received Pronunciation implies that this kind of pronunciation has 

not been established officially (by an official body), but it is a result of a social 

consensus as to what is correct. RP is thus referred to as a social accent of English 
                                                           
1
 Orthoepy – study of correct pronunciation (Hála, 1975)  
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not linked to any particular region (Viereck et al, 2004). As Wells (1982) writes, 

the geographical location of RP is simply England. It has arisen from the need to 

establish one form of language which would be generally accepted and preferred to 

other ones. Thus the accent of South England, although once a regional accent, 

began to be used in politics and official matters and as such became more 

prestigious than other accents (Gimson, 2001). In this respect Bronstein (1960, p. 6) 

refers to the standard of British English as the "accent of social standing." 

Since there are reservations against term “Received Pronunciation” (it is 

defined by Bronstein (1960, p. 6) as “heard or received by the “best” circles”), 

one can encounter also other names expressing the standard British pronunciation. 

Roach (2009, p. 3) points out that the word “received” meaning “accepted” or 

“approved” may indicate that other accents are not acceptable. In this connection he 

mentions other names as more suitable than RP, and that “General British” and 

“Public School Pronunciation”. (Wells, 1982a, p. 117) finds the name “less than 

happy” as it relies on an outmoded meaning of the word “received”. In this respect 

the term “BBC pronunciation” or “BBC English” seems to be more acceptable 

since it was adopted by BBC as a standard accent used by its announcers and is 

used in other public TV and radio broadcasts, as well, although it does not imply 

that no other accents can be heard from the media. One can also hear the terms 

Queen´s English or Oxford English (Viereck et al, 2004). 

RP is considered the language associated with public school graduates and 

upper and upper middle classes. However, as the sharp division between classes is 

disappearing, this also can no longer be said with certainty (Gimson, 1980, In 

Skaličková, 1982, p. 13). Information on the number of RP speakers differs from 

source to source. While Wells (1982) states there are about 10 % of the population 

of England who speak RP, Trudgill & Hannah (1994) say it is used by 3 – 4 % of 

the population only. The figure stated in the Oxford Guide to British and American 

Culture (1999) is 5 % and the British Library website2 estimate is merely 2 %.   

Although it may seem that RP is a homogenous accent, one can encounter 

different types of pronunciation within RP. Gimson (2001, p. 80 - 81) distinguishes 

three main types of RP, and that: General RP, which is most commonly used, 

Refined RP - connected with upper class. It is nowadays often considered as 
                                                           
2
 The British Library [online]. [cited on 28/02/2014].  Available from 

http://www.bl.uk/learning/langlit/sounds/case-studies/received-pronunciation/ 
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affected and the number of its speakers is on decline (mostly upper class members 

and public school graduates). Another name for upper class RP is “Marked RP”. 

Characteristic for Refined RP is e.g. is the realization of final /ə/ where it forms part 

of /Ǻə, eə and ʊə/which are pronounced very open. In the third, Gimson mentions 

Regional RP which contains some regional characteristics (e.g. London regional RP 

known as “Estuary English”).  

Gimson (2001) further speaks of the Conservative RP – used by the older 

generation and the Advanced RP – used by young people from higher social strata. 

He also remarks that some younger people reject RP because it is associated with 

class division and the general tolerance to other accents is on the increase. Also 

Wells (1982) points out that thanks to the loosening of social stratification RP may 

be on its way out. In his report on the poll of British English pronunciation 

preferences, carried out in 1998, he reports “less of deference to RP” among 

younger people (Wells, 2000, p.5). 

  

1.2.1.1. Near-RP 

Near-RP is an accent that closely resembles RP but still shows certain 

features of a regional character. Wells (1986, p. 297) notes that this accent is 

perceived as “indeed educated, well-spoken, middle-class.” Trudgill & Hannah 

(1994) claim that it is spoken by many teachers of English who are not native RP 

speakers, especially by those coming from the south (particularly south-east) of 

England.  

Some characteristic features of Near-RP, compared with RP, are as follows 

(ibid., p. 12- 13): Final syllables of words like very or many have /i:/ rather than /Ǻ/. 

The RP vowel /Ǻ/ in unstressed syllables corresponds to /ə/, although the 

distribution the two vowels varies in different near-RP accents, e.g. as in honest     

/-Ǻst/ and wanted /- əd/ and /u:/ is often fronted towards /ʉ/. They further mention 

features of northern near-RP accents but these can be omitted herein. 

  

1.2.2. American English  

The beginnings of American English date back to 1607 when the first British 

settlers founded Jamestown, Virginia, which comes within the period of Early 

Modern English. Peprník (2004) claims that today´s American pronunciation 
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reflects the state of the pronunciation of the south-east of England around 1770 as 

following the Declaration of Independence from Britain in 1776 the contacts with 

the mother country lost intensity and the development of the language sound 

system, unlike in Britain, slowed down considerably or was discontinued. In this 

respect Baugh (1963) talks about the archaic character of American English which 

is attributed to the fact the language overseas has preserved old features of the 

language no longer used in Britain, such as the preservation of the r in GA (ibid., 

p. 416). Another feature of American English pronunciation that Baugh mentions is 

its uniformity. In comparison with pronunciation differences between different 

parts of England, the differences in America are much smaller. Historically, this 

can be ascribed to the “constant mingling of settlers from one part with settlers 

from other parts” (ibid., p. 416), a high mobility being a trend among American 

population till the present time. Thanks to its homogenous character, American 

English has thus developed in a highly intelligible language (ibid., 412-416). 

The United States are nowadays typically divided into three principal speech 

areas – Southern, Eastern and General American, as shown in fig. 1. The most 

diversified area in terms of speech differences is the Atlantic coast, where the first 

European settlements were established (Wells, 1982a).  

 

Fig. 1: Three major speech areas in the USA (Wells, 1982a) 

 

1.2.2.1. General American 

Although both RP and GA are considered as reference accents for the 

purpose of English teaching and studying, their status within their two mother 

countries is not the same. GA, comparably with RP, is not linked to any particular 

region within the country, it is a non-localizable accent, although the accent of the 
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area of the Midwest is often considered as a standard of American English (Wells, 

1982a).  

While RP is spoken by a minority of British speakers only, the number of the 

US speakers speaking GA is as much as two thirds of the total population (Wells, 

1982a).  

Another difference between RP and GA is that while RP is closely connected 

with social classes, this is not the case of GA. GA is not a socially preferred 

standard. Accents of all social classes in the USA are characterized by regional 

variation – as Bronstein (1960, p. 6) observes, “the speech of educated Bostonian is 

no more “standard” than the educated speech of Tulsa, except in Boston”3. GA is 

thus more closely connected with geographical regions.  

 GA is not a uniform accent. It is a general name for accents which do not 

have north-eastern or southern characteristics (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994, p. 45). It 

covers a range of US accents, although regional variations within GA are rather 

minor. In this respect, Carr (1999, p. 23) describes GA as an “idealization over a 

group of accents whose speakers inhabit a vast proportion of the United States.” 

The same actually applies to RP since it also covers a variety of accents. 

Similarly like RP, also GA has been used by national television networks in 

America and is therefore sometimes referred to as “Network English” (Wells, 

1982a). 

 

2 Speech Sounds Comparison 

As it has been indicated above, neither RP not GA are uniform accents, even 

within these two model accents there are variations in pronunciation, so it may 

seem difficult to compare like with like.  Wells (1986, p. 279) uses the term 

“Mainstream RP” to define a central tendency within RP. I dare borrow this term 

and say that this work will reflect the mainstream pronunciation tendencies of RP 

and GA. The approach employed is synchronic, i.e. studying two currently existing 

pronunciation variations of the language (while diachronic approach would show 

them in their historical context). The comparison deals with both phonemic 

(differences in phonemic inventories) and phonetic differences (differences in the 

sounds realization) (Roach, 2009). 

                                                           
3
 Bronstein (1960, p. 4) describes the term standard speech as the „socially acceptable patterns 

of speech as used by the educated persons of any community“. 
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2.1. Transcription  

In works of various authors (e.g. by A. C. Gimson (2001), D. Jones (1963) or 

Kenyon & Knott (1949)) we can find various systems of transcription set by these 

authors. In this work I will employ the system adopted in Longman Pronunciation 

Dictionary (henceforth LPD, 3rd edition), 2008, which conforms to the International 

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). The transcription is phonological, it shows phonemes, 

and the brackets used in transcription are slant ones / /, only for phonetic 

transcription of individual sounds square brackets [ ] are used. Transcription 

symbols that are raised (ə) represent optional sounds inserted by speakers. 

 

2.2. Lexical Sets 

The two varieties of English dealt with herein will be compared with the help 

of lexical sets. A lexical set, a term devised by J. C. Wells (1982), is a system of 

representative keywords in which vowels are pronounced in the same manner. It 

may be used to describe English pronunciation and differences between accents of 

English.  

 

2.3. Longman Pronunciation Dictionary 

For the 3rd edition of LPD, a preference poll was conducted by Prof. Wells, 

the author, and the publisher, Pearson Education, regarding the words with 

uncertain or disputed pronunciation. Some of the findings related to the theme of 

this work are mentioned in the footnotes, the reason being not only that I find them 

more than interesting but they also add to the complete picture of the current state 

of both GA and RP. 

 

3 The Vowel 

Vowels include monophthongs, diphthongs and triphthongs. They are 

described as “sounds in which there is no obstruction to the flow of air as it passes 

from the larynx to the lips” (Roach 2009, p 10). They can be typically found in the 

middle of a syllable.  Vowels are pronounced with open vocal tract, no part of the 

mouth is closed and their distinctive sound is made by using the tongue and lips. 

According to the tongue position in the oral cavity, they are divided into close and 

open vowels and front and back vowels. On pronouncing a close vowel, the tongue 

is positioned high in the mouth – close to the roof of the mouth, while on 
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pronouncing an open vowel,   the position of the tongue is low.  If the front part of 

the tongue is raised, we talk about front vowels and if it is the back of the tongue, 

we talk about back vowels (ibid.). In books on American phonetics the terms high – 

low vowels are used instead close – open (e.g. Carr, 1999; Celce-Murcia, 1996). 

According to lips position, they can be divided into rounded /u/, spread /i/ and 

neutral (lips are neither round nor spread) vowels. A simpler division of vowels 

into rounded and unrounded will be used in this work (Roach, 2009). 

The manner of articulation is a qualitative feature of sounds (Crystal, 1995). 

Another qualitative characteristic of vowels is the lax - tense distinction which is 

given by the muscle tenseness. Lax vowels are short ones and the muscles are more 

relaxed on their articulation that on the articulation of the tense ones (e.g. a lax – 

tense opposition of /Ǻ/ - /i:/) (Celce-Murcia, 1996). 

Quantitative characteristic of vowels is determined by their length. From this 

perspective vowels can be split into short - long ones. Another classification of 

vowels is their division into checked - free ones (Wells, 1982a). Checked vowels 

occur in stressed syllables and are followed with a consonant, for example fit /fǺt/ or 

rent /rent/. Free vowels occur in stressed open syllables, e.g. key /ki:/ or play /pleǺ/. 

The length of the vowel is thus dependant on the way a final consonant is linked to 

it. English short vowels cannot stand in a final position of a stressed syllable unless 

they are followed by a consonant (ibid.).  

The system of vowels is demonstrated in the cardinal vowel diagram.  

Cardinal vowels do not refer to particular sounds of any language, they represent 

a reference system for the recognition and comparison of vowels (Crystal, 1995). 

 

Fig. 2: Cardinal vowel diagram (The IPA, 2005) 
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8 primary cardinal vowels (most familiar sounds for European speakers), 

depicted in the diagram, are denoted as follows: 1 - [i]; 2 - [e]; 3 - [ǫ]; 4 - [a];  

 5 -[ɑ]; 6 - [Ǥ]; 7 - [o]; 8 - [u]. 

   

3.1. British and American Vowels 

 RP vowels:  Ǻ, e, æ, Ȝ, ʊ, Ǣ / i:, u:, Ǭ:, Ǥ:, ɑ: / ə 

   aǺ, eǺ, ǤǺ, aʊ, əʊ, Ǻə, ǫə, ʊə    

 GA vowels: Ǻ, ǫ, æ, Ȝ, ʊ / i, u, o, Ǭ, Ǥ, ɑ / ə 

   aǺ, eǺ, ǤǺ, aʊ 

 (Unlike all others, the sound ə occurs in unstressed syllables only) (Wells, 

1982a) 

 

3.2. Short Vowels 

[Ǻ]  - KIT E.g. England, pin, pretty, busy, wanted, beloved, build4 

The quality of the vowel is in many words the same both in RP and GA. It is 

a lower vowel than the cardinal vowel [i] and it is more open than the cardinal 

vowel [i]. In non-final syllables in GA, /Ǻ/ and /ə/ are often not distinct as weak 

vowels, the quality of /Ǻ/ in GA is more lax and is close to /ə/ (Wells, 2008). This 

phenomenon does not appear in the word-final position – e.g. city (Peprník, 1994). 

Nevertheless, Gimson (2001) mentions that this trend can be now observed in RP, 

too.  

[e] - DRESS E.g. step, egg, sweat, ready, many, friend 

 A vowel between cardinal vowels 2 and 3. In GA it corresponds to [ǫ].  

 [æ] – TRAP E.g. cat, back, man, shall, ant, tax 

 The vowel is articulated higher and less front than cardinal vowel 4. In GA 

some words with the stressed vowel /æ/ belong to TRAP words and others to 

BATH words which will be referred to later herein. Thus:  

 

                                                           
4
 All representative words relating to the individual lexical sets are drawn from Wells, 1982a. 
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 RP GA 

trap  /træp/  /træp/5 

man  /mæn/ /mæn/ 

 

Where there is r in spelling GA /æ/ is articulated higher than the RP one 

and it may sound rather closer to /e/, as in marry or carry (Skaličková, 1982). 

In GA this vowel is often lengthened and may be diphthonged, as well, e.g.  

bad may sound as /bæd/ or /be: əd/ (Wells, 1982a). 

 [Ȝ] - STRUT E.g. up, run, hurry, butter, love, touch, blood 

 [Ȝ] belongs to central vowels. It is a backer sound in GA, it may sound 

deeper than in RP and its pronunciation is closer to /ə/. /Ȝ/ and /ə/can be 

allophones in GA (Wells, 2008). 

 [ʊ] – FOOT E.g. put, full, could, woman, good, pudding 

The sound is articulated near the cardinal vowel no. 8. The vowel is of nearly 

the same quality in both accents, GA /ʊ/is less rounded in words like book or pull 

than the RP one (Celce-Murcia, 1996).  

 RP GA 

foot  /fʊt/  /fʊt/ 

woman  /wʊmən/ /wʊmən/ 
 

 [Ǣ] – LOT E.g. pot, box, solve, watch, quality, profit 

 – CLOTH E.g. cough, cross, cost, often, wrong, Florida, sorry 

Probably the major phonological difference between RP and GA in the field 

of vowel sounds is represented by the /Ǣ/ - /ɑ:/difference. The /Ǣ/ sound exists in 

RP inventory only, in GA this phoneme as absent and is realized either by the 

sound /ɑ:/ or /Ǥ:/ – in this case the words belong to the CLOTH group (Wells, 

1982a).  The RP /Ǣ/ sound is a back relatively low rounded vowel, although less 

rounded than /Ǥ:/, while the GA /ɑ:/sound is a low back unrounded sound and is 

longer than the RP one (Giegerich, 1992). Thus: 

 

 

 
                                                           
5
 Example words are drawn from Wells, 1982 
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 RP GA 

lot  /lǢt/  /lɑ:t/  

possible  /pǢsəbəl/ /pɑ:səbəl/ 

tomorrow /təmǢ:rəu/ /təmɑ:roʊ/6 

cloth  /klǢθ/  /klǤ:θ/   

long  /lǢŋ/  /lǤ:ŋ/ 

 Due to the substitution of /Ǣ/ for /ɑ:/in GA, there is no real distinction in the 

quality of the stressed vowels of father – fodder /fɑ:/ or for cart – cot /kɑ:/, except 

the vowel length (Bronstein, 1960, p. 163).  

 [ə] The vowel called schwa is a very short central vowel and it does not occur 

in stressed syllables. In words where it is followed by r, schwa is r-coloured in GA 

(and may be symbolized as [ɚ] with added hook of retroflexion) (Roach, 2009). 

Thus: 

 RP GA 

teacher  /ti:ʧə/  /ti:ʧər/  

standard  /stændəd/ /stændərd/ 

 

Where schwa is pronounced the word-final position, similarly as /ɑ:/ and /Ǥ:/, 

there is a final r in the spelling and the following word begins with a vowel, RP has 

linking r in connected speech, as in teacher and pupil /ti:ʧər ənd/ or dear Ann /dǺər 

æn/. There are also many cases of a so called intrusive r, where there is no r in the 

spelling, such as in law and order /lǤ:r ənd Ǥ:də/ or drama and music /drɑ:mər ənd/ 

(Gimson, 2001, p. 288 – 289).  

In RP there is often an /ə/ - /Ǻ/7 contrast in word-final positions or before 

consonants – e.g. bracelet, goodness. This incidence is sporadic in GA 

(Giegerich, 1992).  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
6
 According to LPD (2008) preference poll 65 % of Americans pronounce tomorrow as /təmɑ:roʊ/, as 

opposed to 35 % who prefer /təmǤ:roʊ/. 
7
 Other authors use /i/ for this unstressed syllable (Roach, 2009, p. 67; Wells, 2008, xxxiv) 
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3.2.1. RP and GA Short Vowel Summary 

In terms of lexical set comparison, the short vowels can be compared as 

follows, highlighting the differences in bold type: 

Reference Word RP GA Reference Word RP GA 

KIT Ǻ Ǻ DRESS E ǫ 

TRAP æ æ STRUT Ȝ Ȝ 

LOT ǢǢǢǢ ɑɑɑɑ:::: CLOTH ǢǢǢǢ ǤǤǤǤ:::: 

FOOT ʊ ʊ       

 Table 1: RP and GA short vowel comparison    

 
 The place of articulation of single vowels can be depicted by a simple 

diagram (fig. 3): 

 

Fig. 3: RP and GA short vowels (Carr, 1999, p. 25) 

 

3.3. Long Vowels 

The vowel length duration in GA is not as distinct as in RP. Kenyon & Knot 

(1949) claim that there are few cases only in American English in which the 

duration of vowels is a distinguishing feature of words. Equally, Wells (1982 and 

1986) in his Accents of English volumes does not use the length mark to denote the 

American English long vowels. The transcriptions in this work, however, reflect 

those stated in LPD, 3rd edition, in which the length mark is retained for clarity 

(Wells, 2008).   
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[i:] – FLEECE E.g. see, seek, be, sea, receive, prestige 

The sound is articulated near the cardinal vowel no. 1. In GA the vowel 

tends to glide toward y, forming /iy/ – a so called vowel + glide sequence (Celce-

Murcia, 1996, p. 94).  

[u:] – GOOSE E.g. loose, mood, fruit, do, group, music 

A rounded vowel close to cardinal vowel no. 8. GA sound is often 

diphthongized, it glides towards w in words like blue forming /uw/. Following 

alveolar consonants t, d, n, l, s and z the RP pronunciation is /-ju:/, while in GA 

/j/ is dropped leaving a single sound /-u:/, the phenomenon known as yod 

dropping (Wells, 1982a, p. 207). Yod dropping does not occur after labials and 

velars (ibid.). Thus: 

 RP GA 

lose  /lu:z/  /lu:z/  

knew  /nju:/  /nu:/  

duke   /dju:k/ /du:k/ 

 [Ǭ:] – NURSE  E.g. girl, hurt, turn, nerve, earth, word, emergency 

A central vowel the articulation of which is close to the one of schwa. GA 

/Ǭ:/ variant gets an r-colouring before a vowel and its articulation is more retroflex 

and it is pronounced with the tip of the tongue raised (Peprník, 1994). The 

corresponding GA sign is [ǭ]. Thus: 

  RP GA 

nurse  /nǬ:s/  /nǭ:s/  

word   /wǬ:d/  /wǭ:d/ 

 [Ǥ:] – THOUGHT E.g. caught, ought, cause, crawl, talk, also 

The RP vowel is pronounced between cardinal vowels no. 6 and 7, while the 

GA one is higher, between no. 5 and 6, and less rounded. GA one is slightly shorter 

than the RP one (although it does have the short - long opposition like in RP). In 

GA /Ǥ:/ is not as distinct sound as in RP and may move towards /ɑ:/ (Celce-

Murcia, 1996). Thought can thus be pronounced as /θɑ:t/ or stalk as /stɑ:k/. Wells 

(1982b and 2008) asserts that there is a strong tendency in GA not to distinguish 

THOUGHT and LOT sounds (his LPD offers therefore both pronunciations 
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alternatives). Due to this THOUGHT – LOT merger on may rhyme both with John 

/dȢɑ:n/ and lawn /lǤ:n/, since the opposition between /Ǥ:/ and /ɑ:/ is missing (ibid., 

1982b). 

 – NORTH E.g. fork, storm, order, warm, moral, fortunate 

In words in which the pronounced /Ǥ:/ is followed by r, GA has the sequence 

/Ǥr/, while there is only /Ǥ:/ in RP. Thus: 

 RP GA 

north   /nǤ:θ/  /nǤ:rθ/ 

warm  /wǤ:m/ /wǤ:rm/  

 [ɑ:] – Words containing this long vowel can be split into 3 pronunciation groups 

(Wells, 1982a): 

 – BATH E.g. class, ask, after, path, chance, demand, aunt, banana 

  Vowels which are followed by fricatives f, s and θ and nasals n/m + vowel 

are pronounced with /ɑ:/ in RP, but with /æ/ in GA – a so called “flat A” (as 

opposed to the RP “broad A”) (ibid., p. 134). The pronunciation of flat A in this 

type of words is generally longer than in TRAP words. This is one of the most 

noticeable differences between the two varieties in the field of vowels sounds.  

 RP GA 

bath  /bɑ:θ/  /bæθ/  

ask  /ɑ:sk/  /æsk/  

command /kə´mɑ:nd/ / kə´mænd / 

  – START E.g. far, large, park, card, market, farm 

 Where /ɑ:/ is followed by r it is pronounced as /ɑr/ in GA: 

start  /stɑ:t/  /stɑ:rt/ 

far  /fɑ:/  /fɑ:r/  

market  /mɑ:kǺt/ /mɑ:rkət 

– PALM E.g. calm, spa, father, drama, lava, pyjama 

Words with relatively identical incidence of /ɑ:/ 

 palm  /pɑ:m/  /pɑ:lm/ 

spa  /spɑ:/   /spɑ:/ 
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3.3.1. RP and GA Long Vowel Summary  

In terms of lexical set comparison, the long vowels can be compared as 

follows, highlighting the differences in bold type: 

Reference Word RP GA Reference Word RP GA 

FLEECE i: i: GOOSE u: u: 

NURSE ǬǬǬǬ:::: ǭǭǭǭ THOUGHT Ǥ: Ǥ: 

NORTH ǤǤǤǤ:::: ǤǤǤǤ:r:r:r:r BATH ɑ:ɑ:ɑ:ɑ: ÆÆÆÆ 

START ɑ:ɑ:ɑ:ɑ: ɑ:rɑ:rɑ:rɑ:r PALM ɑ: ɑ: 

 Table 2: RP and GA long vowel comparison  

The place of articulation of single vowels can be depicted in a simple diagram 

(fig. 4): 

 
Fig. 4: RP and GA short vowels (Carr, 1999, p. 29) 

 

3.4.  Diphthongs 

Diphthongs are sounds which consist of a glide from one vowel to another 

(Roach, 2009). They can be described as vocalic clusters.8 They are one-syllable 

sounds, which means that adjacent vowels that are in separate syllables are not 

diphthongal (Bronstein, 1960).   

RP has altogether eight diphthongal sounds, mentioned in Section 3.1. above, 

while the number of GA diphthongs is four only. The diphthong [əʊ] and all three 

diphthongs ending with schwa are absent in GA. These are pronounced with an  

r-coloured vowel instead (Wells, 1982a).  

 

 

                                                           
8
 Another possible denotation of diphthongs, “sound-blends“, is referred to in Skaličková (1982, p. 201).  
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 RP GA 

no  /nəʊ/  /noʊ/ 

hair  /heə/  /heər/  

pure  /pjʊə/  /pjʊr/ 

here  /hǺə/  /hǺər/ 

 
For completeness we can make the comparison with the help of Wells´ lexical 

sets words highlighting the differences in bold type: 
 

Reference Word RP GA Reference Word RP GA 

PRICE aǺ aǺ FACE eǺ eǺ 

CHOICE ǤǺ ǤǺ MOUTH aʊ aʊ 

GOAT əʊəʊəʊəʊ oooo NEAR ǺəǺəǺəǺə ǺǺǺǺrrrr 

SQUARE eeeeəəəə eeeerrrr/ær/ær/ær/ær CURE ʊəʊəʊəʊə ʊʊʊʊrrrr 

             Table 3: RP and GA diphthongs comparison 

 

4 The Consonant  

Consonants are characteristic by obstructing the flow of air through the vocal 

tract and they are typically found at the beginning and end of syllables (Roach, 

2011). They are classified according to the manner and place of articulation, as to 

the presence of voice they are divided into voiced ones (with vibrating vocal folds) 

and voiceless ones (e.g. p – b; t – d) (Bronstein, 1960). Voiced consonants are also 

referred to as fortis (strong) and the voiceless ones as lenis (weak) (Crystal, 1995). 

Consonants produced with a complete closure of vocal tract are called stops 

(p, b, t, d, k, g) and those produced with a partial closure of the vocal tract are 

referred to as continuants (Bronstein, 1960).  

The differences between American and British consonants are not as 

extensive as the vocalic ones, in particular, they comprise the following 

characteristics: the r-phoneme, rhoticity, the t-phoneme and the l-phoneme.     

English consonant phonemes are depicted in Table 4 in Appendix 1 hereof. 

 

4.1. The R – Phoneme  

It has already followed from the vowel comparison, in which retroflex 

variants of [Ǭ] and [ə] are shown, that the two varieties differ in the distribution of 
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the r-phoneme. This difference is of salient importantance. While RP is classified as 

a non-rhotic language, GA is a rhotic one9 – it allows r in all positions, including 

before consonants and at the end of utterances (Roach, 1995, p. 163). Skaličková 

(1982, p. 201) claims that American r is the most variable speech sound of all with 

a number of realizations.   

 

4.1.2. Rhoticity 

One essential difference between RP and GA is the absence of the postvocalic 

r phoneme in RP and its presence in GA. In this context Giegerich (1995,              

p. 62 - 63) points out that speaking of the postvocalic r is inaccurate since one 

needs to identify the position of the r within the syllable. He defines rhotic accents 

as those which permit r in syllable rhymes (it follows the vowel within the same 

syllable), as in here or bird, and non-rhotic accents as those which do not have r in 

this context. So while RP drops r in syllable rhymes, it still keeps it in intervocalic 

positions, as in herring or lyrics or in connected speech (linking r), as in here and 

there or quarter of (ibid., p. 66).  

On the perception of (non)-rhoticity in the two countries Wells (1982, p. 35) notes 

that while in the US a non-rhotic pronunciation is perceived as slovenly or ugly, for 

English speakers it is a norm. So what is prized in one country, is even stigmatized 

in the other one and the other way round.   

 

4.2. The T-Phoneme 

Another major allophonic distinction between RP and GA are the variations 

in the pronunciation of t. GA t that occurs in unaccented intervocalic positions is 

realized as a tap /ɾ/ (Gimson, 2001, p. 164). While Gimson (ibid.) denotes this       

t-allophone as a tap /ɾ/, Jones in his Pronunciation of English (1963, p. 71) talks of 

flap10 /r/ and states two possible phonetic denotations: /ɾ/ and /tʟ/. Bronstein 

(1960, p. 60) calls it simply a “voiced t” using the /tʟ/ symbol, noting that some 

                                                           
9
 Not all American accents are rhotic. Traditional US r-less regions are New England, New York City and 

Tidewater Virginia (Wolfram, Schilling-Estes, 2006, p. 107). Equally one can encounter the pronunciation of 

postvocalic r in the British Isles, mainly in the western part of the country and some northern accents 

(Wells, 1986).  

 
10

 Flap is a voiced consonant produced by curling back the tip of the tongue and then throwing it against the 

alveolar ridge (Roach, 2011). 
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phoneticians consider it rather an allophone of d. Wells´ LPD uses the /tʟ/ symbol, 

therefore it will be used herein, too.   

Bronstein (1960, p. 74) provides a more detailed specification of the 

voiced t incidence: in intervocalic positions before an unstressed vowel, as in better 

/ɑbetʟər/or butter, before a syllabic l, as in subtle /ɑsȜtʟəl/ or beetle, between a non-

syllabic l and an unstressed vowel, as in consulted /kənɑsȜltʟǺd/or salted, between 

n and an unstressed vowel, as in twenty /ɑtwentʟi/ or wanted. Voiced realization 

of t further follows after a vowel + r, as in party /ɑpɑ:rtʟi/ or forty (Celce-Murcia, 

1996, p. 365). The use of the voiced t results in the fact that the distinction between 

word pairs, such as bitter and bidder or latter and ladder is often an unclear. 

American speakers further often drop their t following the consonant n, e.g. in 

twen(t)y or win(t)er (ibid.), although, as Skaličková (1982)  points out, in rather in 

less formal utterances. Final t is often unreleased before a following consonant, as 

in that man (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994, p. 41). 

 

4.3. The L-Phoneme 

In RP l is articulated differently when it occurs before a vowel and 

before j, e.g. in lucky and value, and when before a consonant and in final position, 

e.g. in feel and cooled. The former l is called “clear l” and is denoted as /l/, the 

latter one is its dark variant, denoted as /ǻ/ – lull  /lȜǻ/ (Jones, 1963, p. 90 – 91). On 

producing the clear l the tongue is raised in the front of the mouth, the dark one is 

more velarized. In America this opposition is distinguishable in r-less regions but in 

the r-full GA the l-phoneme is pronounced as dark l in all positions (Bronstein, 

1960, p. 125).  In fast speech RP speakers sometimes omit the dark l before another 

consonant, as in almost or fulfil  (Jones, 1963, p. 93). 

 

4.4. Some Other Differences 

GA speakers often pronounce words beginning with wh with /hw/ cluster, 

while for RP speakers plain /w/ is more usual, although it cannot be said it is fully 

omitted – white /hwait/ x /wait/ (Wells, 1982a).11 

                                                           
11

 According to the LPD (2008) preference poll 77 % of British speakers pronounce white with plain [w], the 

number increasing as the age of the speakers is decreasing. 
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Words ending in –ile are commonly pronounced with /aǺl/ in RP and /əl/ in 

GA -   hostile /hǢstaǺəl/ x /hɑ:stəl/ or agile /ædȢaǺəl/ x /ædȢəl/ (Peprník, 1994). 

In GA short vowels /Ǻ, e, æ/ tend to be diphthongized before nd. Thus wind 

will in GA be pronounced as /wiənd/ or friend as /freənd/ (ibid.). GA vowels are 

generally more glided than the RP ones, monophthongs / Ǻ, e, Ȝ and ʊ/ tend to have 

a centering diphthong, e.g. bed /be: əd/, good /gʊəd/ or rub /rȜəb/ (Wells. 1982b).  

Unstressed suffixes –ary, -ory and –ativ in multisyllabic words are 

pronounced as /-eri, -ori, -eǺtǺv/ in GA and as /-əri, -əri, -ətǺv/ in RP, e.g. in 

primary, territory and qualitative (Peprník, 1994). 

In RP a syllable-final t before a consonant may be realized as a glottal 

stop [ʔ], as in batman /bæʔmən/. Glottal stop may occur as a so called glottal 

reinforcement also before /tʃ/, as in church /tʃǬ:ʔtʃ/ and some other consonant 

clusters, e.g. in box /bǢʔs/. Glottal reinforcement is not found in GA. Neither 

is /ʔ/ found as an allophone of t, with some exceptions as before n, as in button 

/bȜʔn/ (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994, p. 13 – 14, 41).  

Finally, apart from the systematic differences between the two varieties, there 

is a large group of words that are pronounced in a different way in GA and RP, 

although it can be inferred from the results of the LPD preference poll that there is 

no sharp distinction between the pronunciations. Probably the best known examples 

are:  

 RP GA 

tomato  /təmɑ:təʊ/ /təmeǺtʟoʊ/ 

schedule  /ʃedju:l/ /skedȢu:l/  

neither  /naǺðə/ /ni:ðər/ 

vase  /vɑ:z/  /veǺz/ 

clerk   /klɑ:k/ /klɚ:k/ 

leisure  /leȢə/  /ǻi:Ȣər/ 

figure  /fǺgə/  /fǺgjər/ 

ate  /et/  /eǺt/12 

                                                           
12

  The LPD (2008) preference poll reports that 70 % of the British speakers pronounce schedule as 

/ʃedju:l/ and 30 % prefer /sk/.  The American way of pronunciation is preferred especially among younger 

speakers.  
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5 Summary of Major Differences Between RP and GA Phonemes 

Major differences between phonemic inventories of RP and GA can be 

identified in the vocalic area. Altogether there are twelve monophthongs and eight 

diphthongs in RP and the same number of monophthongs and only four diphthongs 

in GA. There are two instances when a phoneme is present in one accent and 

missing in the other. The most noticeable phonemic distinction consists in low back 

vowels, namely in /Ǣ/ and /ɑ:/ phonemes. Since /Ǣ/ exists in RP inventory, in GA it 

is realized by other phonemes, and that by /ɑ:/ or /Ǥ:/, in dependence on lexical 

incidence. The /o/ phoneme, present in GA only, is a part of the GA diphthong /oʊ/. 

Two of RP monophthongs can be pronounced in more ways in GA, in dependence 

on lexical incidence: /Ǥ:/ can be pronounced as /Ǥ:/ or /Ǥ:r/ and /ɑ:/ as /æ/, /ɑ:/ or 

/ɑ:r/.  The /ɑ:/ vs. /æ/ distinction, or flat A vs. broad A distinction, typically 

distinguishes the two accents. It relates to words which in RP have broad /ɑ:/ before 

fricatives and nasals while GA has flat /æ/ in this environment. The reduced 

number of GA diphthongs results from the rhotic character of GA. RP diphthongs 

ending with schwa have the /r/ phoneme instead in GA. Rhoticity affects also 

pronunciation of /ə/ and /Ǭ:/ phonemes which are r -coloured if they precede a spelt 

r. Similarly, phonemes /ɑ:/ and /Ǥ:/ have the /r/ sequence in words in which they 

precede a spelt r.  Due to rhoticity GA does not preserve linking r, unlike RP.  

The vowel length is a distinguishing feature in RP, in GA their duration is not 

as distinct.  

Complete summary of RP and GA vowels in shown in Table 5 which is in 

Appendix 2. 

Less extensive differences in the field of consonants include the already 

mentioned /r/ phoneme which is in GA allowed in all positions.  Allophonic 

distinctions comprise the RP voiceless vs. GA voiced t –phoneme and the  

l-phoneme which is in GA realized as dark l in all positions while RP has 

clear l before a vowel and /j/.  

                                                                                                                                                                                

87 % of the British speakers prefer to pronounce the initial diphthong in either/neither as /aǺ/ and 

13 % as /i:/, as opposed to 84 % of Americans who prefer to pronounce it as /i:/ and 16 % who prefer /aǺ/. 

The word eat is pronounced by 55 % of British speakers as /et/ and by 45 % (of mainly younger 

speakers) as /eǺt/.  /et/ in AmE is considered non-standard. 
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Differences between the two accents include both phonemic and realizational 

(or allophonic) variations (s. section 1. above), the latter ones being more extensive, 

since, as Jones (1963) points out, different speakers may use different shades of 

sounds. Lexical variation is represented by a number of words which are 

pronounced in a different way in RP and in GA and the pronunciation of which 

cannot be always predicted.  

 

PRACTICAL PART 
 

6 Introduction to Practical Part 

In this part of the work I will analyze the actual speech samples of eight 

native speakers using English as their mother tongue. The aim of this part is not to 

compare the British speech sounds with the American ones but rather to compare 

the accents of the informants with the presented standard accents of their own 

countries.  

The idea to perform this kind of analysis comes from the fact that thanks to 

my job I have been in frequent touch with mainly British speakers, but recently also 

American speakers. Thanks to this experience I have found that I am able to 

perceive certain variations in the speech of various British speakers but the speech 

of the Americans sounds all the same to me, which is probably because I have been 

exposed to British English much more thanks to daily phone calls and travels to 

England at least twice a year. On the other hand, the point here is that so far I have 

not studied the two accent varieties in detail so my experience is based just on 

a common contact with them.  

      A set of eight recordings are presented, four recordings of British accents 

and four recordings of American accents.  

As follows from section 1.2.1., RP is an accent of a mere minority of British 

speakers and as such the possibility to come across an RP speaker unless one 

moves in “higher circles” or in the media is relatively low. On the other hand, if we 

perceive RP as the “educated standard”, we may presume that speakers with an 

appropriate education may tend to draw near to such standard.  

The facts given in section 1.2.2.1., on the other hand, indicate one may have 

a fairly good chance to meet with a GA speaker since the GA area forms a vast 

majority of the US. The accent distinctions here should not be linked to social 

division but one should rather count with certain geographical variations.  
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In the light of these facts we may lay down questions for this part of the 

thesis:  

- Will a speaker with an appropriate (university) education stick to the 

pronunciation standard of his/her respective country? 

- If not, to what extent will he/she deviate from such standard? 

- What kind of pronunciation variations in relation to the speakers´ standard 

accents can be identified? 

 

6.1. Informants and Criteria for their Choice 

For the purpose of this work it was necessary to make recordings of native 

British and American speakers. The British recordings were made during my short 

visit to Thame and Sowerby Bridge in Britain. One recording was made in the 

Czech Republic since the speaker is a British teacher of English domiciled in the 

Czech city of Zlín. Recordings of American speakers were made during my visit to 

a subsidiary of an American company in Villach, Austria, the headquarters of 

which is based in Fremont, California.  

There were two main criteria for the choice of the informants. Firstly, their 

speech could not bear any “burden” of any strong regional accent, ideally the 

British speakers should come from the southern part of Britain and the American 

ones from the GA region. Secondly, as this paper deals with “educated standards” 

of the speech, all the chosen speakers have a university education, mostly of 

technical and managerial nature.   

13 recordings were made altogether during my stays, of which 5 could not be 

used just because of the speakers´ strong regional accents. 

 

6.2. Requirements for the Audio Materials         

The first part of the recordings is rather informative. Informants were asked to 

give brief information about where about in their respective countries they come 

from so that we know where their accents originate. The information about what 

they do provides us with an idea of their social status. Lastly, the speakers were 

asked how they perceive the accent of the other group, so the British speakers were 

asked a question about how they find the American English and vice versa. The 

reason for the last question was simple – I was interested to know. Answers to the 

first two questions can be found in Appendix 4. 
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In the second part of the recordings the informants were asked to read two 

short texts of which one was later chosen for the purpose of the analysis. The 

purpose of the reading part is to obtain identical material from all speakers so that it 

is easier to make comparisons. It is not the aim of the practical part to compare 

pronunciation features from the point of view of reading aloud and speaking 

therefore only the second part of the recording will be analysed.  

  

6.2.1. The Text Passage 

 “Mrs. Drover looked for the date: it was today´s. She dropped the 

letter on to the bed-springs, then picked it up to see the writing again – her 

lips, beneath the remains of the lipstick, beginning to go white. She felt so 

much the change in her own face, that she went to the mirror, polished 

a clear patch in it and looked at once urgently and stealthily in. She was 

confronted by a woman of forty-four, with eyes starting out under a hat-brim 

that had been rather carelessly pulled down. She had not put on any more 

powder since she left the shop where she ate her solitary tea. The pearls her 

husband had given her on their marriage hung loose round her now rather 

thinner throat, slipping in the V of the pink wool jumper her sister knitted last 

autumn as they sat around the fire.” (Elizabeth Bowen, The Demon Lover) 

 

At the beginning the informants were asked to read two text passages. 

One of the two passages was obviously easier for the informants to read but it 

showed up that it offered minimum variables to focus on, all the informants 

read it practically the same way, without any deviation. The passage chosen 

for the analysis was more difficult for the informants to read. The difficulty 

lay in the pronunciation of some words, like solitary or rather thinner throat, 

which proved to be sort of a tongue-twister, in context of the text, three 

speakers confused starting with staring and too many possessive pronouns in 

the last sentence were also confusing. On the other hand, the passage offered 

more variables which are listed in 6.3. The structure of the text has been 

analysed by Textanalyser (2004) and the results are shown in Appendix 6. 
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6.3. Identifying Variables 

The following words chosen from the text passage, listed in Table 6, have 

one or more possibilities of pronunciation either in RP or GA, or in both. For 

this reason they will be focused on analysing the given text, although this does 

not mean that pronunciation variations may not affect other words in the text.  

Main RP Less common 
alternative 

Main GA Less common 
alternative 

ɑmǺsǺz ɑmǺsəz* ɑmǺsǺz ɑmǺzǺz 

lʊkt lʊ:kt*   

təɑdeǺ tuɑdeǺ təɑdeǺ tuɑdeǺ 

  ɑ:n Ǥ:n 

əɑǱen əɑǱeǺn   

biɑni:θ bəɑni:θ biɑni:θ bəɑni:θ 

riɑmeǺnz rəɑmeǺnz riɑmeǺnz rəɑmeǺnz 

wȜnts wǢnts*   

kənɑfrȜntǺd kǢnɑfrȜntǺd*/ -əd   

  fǤ:r  foʊr 

wǺð wǺθ* wǺθ wǺð / wəð / wəθ13 

bi:n bǺn   

ɑkeələsli ɑkeəlǺsli ɑkerləsli ɑkærləsli 

  mǤ:r moʊr 

weə hweər weər hweər/wæər/hwæər 

Et eǺt eǺt Et 

ɑsǢlətəri ɑsǢlǺtəri   

ðeə ðeǺə* ðeər ðæər / ðər 

  ɑmærǺdȢ ɑmerǺdȢ 

  ɑǤ:tʟəm ɑɑ:tʟəm 

 Table 6: Text Passage Variables
14

  (* non-RP pronunciation) 

                                                           
13

 LPD (2008) preference poll states that 84 % of American speakers use /wɪθ/ and only 16 % use In Britain 

85 % of speakers use /wǺð/ and 15 % /wɪθ/ (/wɪθ/ is nevertheless frequent in Scotland, preferred by 82 % 

respondents).  
14

 Wells, 2008 (LPD, 3rd edition) 
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As follows from Table 6, some variations are rather of minor character and 

occur both in RP and GA, such as /ə/ - /i/ variation in /biɑni:θ/ - /bəɑni:θ/ and 

/riɑmeǺnz/ - /rəɑmeǺnz/, especially in GA these sounds may easily merge. Other 

variations can be found in one of the accents only, which is caused by the 

difference in their vowel systems. Thus GA /ɑ:n/ and /Ǥ:tʟəm/ have secondary 

pronunciations of /Ǥ:n/ and /ɑɑ:tʟəm/ respectively due to the fact that the distinction 

of LOT and THOUGT vowels is on decline in GA. RP has only a single /Ǣ/ vowel 

in this environment. Words /ɑmærǺdȢ/ and /ɑkerləsli/ may have in GA an alternative 

pronunciation with /e/ and /æ/ respectively, since /æ/ may move towards /e/ before 

spelt r.  

/wǺθ/ in GA has a weak form /wəð/ or /wəθ/, there is no weak form in RP. 

Likewise, /ðeər/ may have a weak form /ðər/ in GA, while there is either no weak 

form in RP or occasionally /ðər/ before a vowel (Wells, 2008).     

 

6.4. Transcriptions and Method of Work 

In the first step, the transcription of the given text passage is made in RP and 

GA respectively, with the help of LPD, 3rd edition (2008). Since the informants do 

not come from the very same locality, a basic description of each speaker´s locality, 

in terms of its phonemic characteristics, is given. Such characteristics would 

usually make a long list of features, for this reason they are reduced to the most 

obvious ones only. 

Transcription of the text passage follows. Each reader was offered to read the 

text silently first but most of them did not use this opportunity and read it 

straightaway. The transcription is made on the basis of careful listening to the 

speakers´ reading.  

Broad transcription is employed, only where necessary some allophonic 

symbols are used. Sounds that are found to deviate from the given standards are 

highlighted in bold letters. Misread words are marked in italics. In case that a word 

is not fully understandable, it is marked with xxx. A CD with recordings forms an 

integral part of this paper as Appendix 7. 
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7 Analysis of the Recorded Materials 

 

7.1. The British Speakers  

7.1.1. RP Transcription 

Mrs. Drover looked for the date: it 

was today´s. She dropped the letter 

on to the bed-springs, then picked it 

up to see the writing again – her lips, 

beneath the remains of lipstick, 

beginning to go white. 

ǁ ɑmǺsǺz  ɑdrəʊvə ɕlʊkt ɑfǤ: ðə ɑdeǺt ǁ  Ǻt  

wəz təɑdeǺz ǁ ʃi ɑdrǢpt ðə ɑletər 

Ǣn tə ðə ɑbedsprǺŋz ǁ ðen ɕpǺkt Ǻt ɑȜp 

tə ɑsi: ðə ɑraǺtǺŋ əɑǱen ǁ hə ɑlǺps  

biɑni:θ ðə riɑmeǺnz əv ɑlǺpstǺk  

biɑǱǺnǺŋ tə ɑǱəʊ ɑwaǺt ǁ 

She felt so much the change in her 

own face, that she went to the 

mirror, polished a clear patch in it 

and looked at once urgently and 

stealthily in. 

ǁ ʃi ɑfelt ɑsəʊ ɑmȜtʃ ðə ɑtʃeǺndȢ Ǻn hər  

əʊn ɑfeǺs ǁ ðət ʃi ɑwent tə ðə ɑmǺrə ǁ 

ɑpǢlǺʃt ə ɑklǺə ɑpætʃ Ǻn Ǻt ǁ ən ɑlʊkt 

ət ɑwȜns ɑǬ:dȢəntli ən ɑstelθǺli Ǻn ǁ 

She was confronted by a woman of 

forty-four, with eyes starting out 

under a hat-brim that had been 

rather carelessly pulled down. 

ǁ ʃi wəz kənɑfrȜntǺd baǺ ə ɑwʊmən əv 

ɑfǤ:ti ɑfǤ: ǁ wǺð ɑaǺz ɕstɑ:tǺŋ ɑaʊt  

ɑȜndər ə ɑhæt ɑbrǺm ðət həd bi:n 

ɑrɑ:ðə ɑkeələsli ɕpʊld ɑdaʊn ǁ 

She had not put on any more 

powder since she left the shop where 

she ate her solitary tea. 

ǁ ʃi həd ɑnǢt ɕpʊt ɑǢn ɑeni ɑmǤ: 

ɑpaʊdə ǁ ɑsǺnts ʃi ɑleft ðə ɑʃǢp weə 

ʃi ɑet hə ɑsǢlətəri ɑti: ǁ 

The pearls her husband had given 

her on their marriage hung loose 

round her now rather thinner throat, 

slipping in the V of the pink wool 

jumper her sister knitted last autumn 

as they sat around the fire. 

ǁ ðə ɑpǬ:lz hə ɑhȜzbənd həd ɑǱǺvnʜ 

hər Ǣn ðeə ɑmærǺdȢ ǁ ɑhȜŋ ɑlu:s 

ɑraʊnd hə ɑnaʊ ɑrɑ:ðə ɑθǺnə ɑθrəʊt ǁ  

ɑslǺpǺŋ Ǻn ðə ɑvi: əv ðə ɑpǺŋk ɑwʊl 

ɑdȢȜmpə ǁ hə ɑsǺstə ɑnǺtǺd ɑlɑ:st ɑǤ:təm 

əz ɑðeǺ ɑsæt əɑraʊnd ðə ɑfaǺə ǁ 
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7.1.2. Speakers´ Localities 

Two of the speakers come from south-west England. The feature which 

distinguishes the accents of this locality from other areas is rhoticity, although this 

does not imply that the r is pronounced by all speakers in the region (Wells, 1986). 

Short vowels are often lengthened in many environments. The /æ/ vowel in TRAP 

words is pronounced rather as /a/. The same quality have vowels in BATH and 

START words. The contrast between gas – grass or carry – starry thus depends on 

the vowel length only and the phonemic contrast /æ/ vs. /ɑ:/ is rather absent (ibid.). 

Speaker no. 2 comes from Milton Keynes in Buckinghamshire, north-west of 

London, a relatively new rapidly growing city with many migrants and mix of 

accents. 

Speaker no. 3 comes from London, which is a specific area in terms of 

phonology. 

7.1.3. Speaker no. 1: Karl 

||ɑmǺsǺz ɑdəʊvə ɕlʊkt ɑf ðə ɑdeǺt || Ǻt wǢz təɑdeǺz || ʃi ɑdrǢpt ðə ɑletə Ǣn 

tə ðə bedsprǺŋz | ðen ɕpǺkt Ǻt ɑȜp tə ɑsi: ðə ɑraǺtǺŋ əɑǱen | hə ɑlǺps | biɑni:θ ðə 

riɑmeǺnz əv ɑlǺpstǺk | biɑǱǺnǺŋ tə ɑǱəʊ ɑwaǺt || ʃi ɑfelt ɑsəʊ ɑmȜtʃ ðə ɑtʃeǺndȢ 

Ǻnərəʊn ɑfeǺs | ʃi ɑwent tə ðə ɑmǺrə | ɑpǢlǺʃt ə ɑklǺə ɑpætʃ Ǻn Ǻt | ənd ɑlʊkt ət 

ɑwȜns ɑǬ:dȢəntli ən ɑstelθǺli Ǻn || ʃi wəs kənɑfrȜntǺd baǺ ə (xxx) əv ɑfǤ:ti ɑfǤ: | 

wwwwǺǺǺǺθθθθ ɑaǺsɕstɑ:tǺŋ ɑaʊt ɑȜndər ə ɑhæt ɑbrǺm ðə hæd bi:n ɑrɑ:ðə ɑkeələsli 

ɕpʊldʝɑdʝaʊn || ʃi həd ɑnǢt ɕpʊt ɑǢn ɑeni ɑmǤ: ɑpaʊdə | ɑsǺns ʃi ɑleft ðə ɑʃǢp | ɑweə 

ʃi: ɑeeeeǺtǺtǺtǺt hə ɑssssǢǢǢǢ....llllǺǺǺǺ....ttttəəəə....riririri ɑti: || ðə ɑpǬ:lz hə ɑhȜzbənd həd ɑǱǺvnʜ hər Ǣn ðeə ɑmærǺdȢ| 

ɑhȜŋ ɑlu:s əɑraʊnd hə ɑnaʊ ɑrɑ:ðə ɑθǺnə ɑθrəʊt | ɑslǺpǺŋ Ǻn ðə ɑvi: əv ðə ɑpǺŋk 

ɑwʊl ɑdȢȜmpə | hə ɑsǺstə ɑnǺtǺd ɑlɑ:st ɑǤ:təm əz ɑðeǺ ɑsæt əɑraʊnd ðə ɑfaǺə || 

 

In the effort to enunciate Karl pronounces words in a rather isolated manner 

and uses strong forms where one would more likely expect weak forms (/ʃi:/ and 

/hæd/). 

Hi pronounces with as /wǺθ/, which is a non-RP feature.  

Ate is pronounced as /eǺt/.  

The word solitary is pronounced by Karl in four syllables as /ɑsǢ.lǺ.tə.ri/.  

Rhoticity connected with the south-west accents is not noticeable. 
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7.1.4. Speaker no. 2: Leigh  

|| ɑmǺsǺz  ɑdəʊvə ɕlʊkt ɑf ðə ɑdeǺt || Ǻt wəz təɑdeǺs || ʃi ɑdrǢpt ðə ɑletə Ǣn 

ðə ɑbedsprǺŋs | ðen ɕpǺkt Ǻt ɑȜp tə ɑsi: ðə ɑraǺtǺŋ əɑǱen | hə ɑlǺps | biɑni:θ ðə 

riɑmeǺnz əv ɑlǺpstǺk | biɑǱǺnǺŋ tə ɑǱəʊ ɑwaǺt || ʃi ɑfelt ɑsəʊ ɑmȜtʃ ðə ɑtʃeǺndȢ 

Ǻnərəʊn ɑfeǺs | ðət ʃi ɑwent tə ðə ɑmǺrə | ɑpǢlǺʃǺŋ ə ɑklǺə ɑpætʃ Ǻn Ǻt ən ɑlʊkt ə 

ɑwȜnts ɑǬ:dȢəntli ən ɑstelθǺli Ǻn || ʃi wəs kənɑfrȜntǺd baǺ ə ɑwʊmən əv ɑfǤ:ti ɑfǤ: | 

wǺð ɑaǺz ɕsteərǺŋ ɑaʊt ɑȜndər ə ɑhæt ɑbrǺm ðət əd bbbbǺǺǺǺnnnn ɑrɑ:ðə ɑkeələsli ɕpʊldʝɑdʝaʊn 

|| ʃi əd ɑnǢt ɕpʊt ɑǢn ɑeni ɑmǤ: ɑpaʊdə | sǺns ʃi ɑleft ðə ɑʃǢp | weə ʃi ɑeeeeǺǺǺǺtttt hə 

ɑssssǢlǢlǢlǢlǺǺǺǺtrtrtrtr ̩iiii ɑti: || ðə ɑpǬ:lz hə ɑhȜzbənd həd ɑǱǺvnʜ hə Ǣn ðeə ɑmærǺdȢ | ɑhȜŋ ɑlu:s  

əɑraʊnd hə ɑnaʊ ɑrɑ:ðə ɑθǺnə ɑθrəʊt |ɑslǺpǺŋ Ǻn ðə ɑvi: əv ðə ɑpǺŋk ɑwʊl ɑdȢȜmpə 

| hə ɑsǺstə ɑnǺtǺd hǬ: ɑlɑ:st ɑǤ:təm | əz ɑðeǺ ɑsæt əɑraʊnd ðə ɑfaǺə || 

 

    This recording must be listened to with headphones, otherwise it is difficult 

to get. Leigh pronounces as /bǺn/. There is a small number of British speakers who 

may have /bi:n/  as strong form and /bǺn/ as weak form (Wells, 2008).   

Ate is pronounced as /eǺt/.  

He pronounces solitary as /ɑsǢlǺtri/ with /Ǻ/ and a syllabic consonant. 

 

7.1.5. Speaker no. 3: Steve 

|| ɑmǺsǺz  ɑdrəʊvə  ɕlʊkt ɑfə ðə ɑdeǺt || Ǻt wəz təɑdeǺz || ʃi ɑdrǢpt ðə  

ɑletər Ǣn  ðə ɑbedsprǺŋz | ðen ɕpǺkt  ɑȜp tə ɑsi: ðə ɑraǺtǺŋ əɑǱeǱeǱeǱeǺǺǺǺnnnn | hə ɑlǺps | 

bbbbəəəəɑni:ɑni:ɑni:ɑni:θθθθ ðə riɑmeǺnz əv ɑlǺpstǺk | biɑǱǺnǺŋ tə ɑǱəʊ ɑwaǺt || ʃi ɑfelt ɑsəʊ ɑmȜtʃ ðə 

ɑtʃeǺndȢ Ǻnə ɑlaǺf  ʃi ɑfelt ɑsəʊ ɑmȜtʃ ðə ɑtʃeǺndȢ Ǻnərəʊn ɑfeǺs | ðət ʃi ɑwent tə ðə 

ɑmǺrə | ɑpǢlǺʃt ə ɑklǺə ɑpætʃ Ǻn Ǻt | ənd ɑlʊkt ə ɑwȜns ɑǬ:dȢəntli ən ɑstelθǺli Ǻn || 

ʃi wəs kənɑfrȜntǺd wǺð ən wǺð ə ɑwʊmən əv ɑθǬ:ti ɑfǤ:ti ɑfǤ: | wǺð ɑaǺz  ɕsteərǺŋ 

ɑaʊt ɑȜndər ə ɑhæt ɑbrǺm | ðət əd bi:n ɑrɑ:ðə ɑkeələsli  ɕpʊldʝɑdʝaʊn || ʃi həd ɑnǢt  

ɕpʊtɑǢn ɑeni ɑmǤ: ɑpaʊdə ɑsǺnts ʃi ɑleft ðə ɑʃǢp | weə ʃi ɑeeeeǺǺǺǺtttt hə ɑsǢlətrɑsǢlətrɑsǢlətrɑsǢlətr ̩iiii ti: || ðə 

ɑpǬ:lz hə ɑhȜzbənd əd ɑǱǺvn ̩ hər Ǣn ðeə ɑmærǺdȢ  | ɑhȜŋ ɑlu:s əɑraʊnd hə ɑnaʊ 

ɑrɑ:ðə ɑθǺnə ɑθrəʊt | ɑslǺpǺŋ Ǻn ðə ɑvi: əv ðə ɑpǺŋk ɑwʊl ɑdȢȜmpə hə ɑsǺstə ɑnǺtǺd 

ɑlɑ:st ɑǤ:təm | əz ɑðeǺ ɑsæt əɑraʊnd ðə ɑfaǺə || 
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Steve pronounces again as /əɑǱeǺn/ and eat as /eǺt/. He has /ə/ in beneath. 

Solitary is pronounced with a syllabic consonant.  

 

7.1.6. Speaker no. 4: Gary 

       || ɑmǺsǺz  ɑdrəʊvə ɕlʊkt ɑfə ðə ɑdeǺt || Ǻt wəs təɑdeǺz || ʃi ɑdrǢpt ðə ɑletər Ǣn  

tə ðə ɑbedsprǺŋz | ðen ɕpǺkt Ǻt ɑȜp tə ɑsi: ðə ɑraǺtǺŋ əɑǱen | hhhhərərərər ɑlǺps | biɑni:θ ðə 

riɑmeǺnz əv ɑlǺpstǺk | biɑǱǺnǺŋ tə ɑǱəʊ ɑwaǺt || ʃi ɑfelt ɑsəʊ ɑmȜtʃ ðə ɑtʃeǺndȢ Ǻn 

hər əʊn ɑfeǺs | ðət ʃi ɑwent tə ðə ɑmǺrə | ɑpǢlǺʃt ə ɑklǺə ɑpætʃ Ǻn Ǻt | ən ɑlʊkt ət 

ɑwȜnts ɑǭǭǭǭ:ddddȢəȢəȢəȢətlitlitlitli ən ɑstelθǺli Ǻn || ʃi wəz kənɑfrȜntǺd baǺ ə ɑwʊmən əv ɑfǤ:ti ɑfǤ:| 

wwwwǺǺǺǺθθθθ ɑaǺs ɕstɑ:tǺŋ ɑaʊt ɑȜndə ə ɑhæt ɑbrǺm ðət həd ɑbbbbǺnǺnǺnǺn ɑrɑ:ðə ɑkeələsli 

ɕpʊldʝɑdʝaʊn || ʃi həd ɑnǢt ɕpʊt ɑǢn ɑeni ɑmǤ: ɑpaʊdə | ɑsǺnts ʃi: ɑleft ðə ɑʃǢp | weə 

ʃi ɑeeeeǺtǺtǺtǺt hə ɑssssǢlətrǢlətrǢlətrǢlətr ̩iiii ɑti: || ðə ɑpǭǭǭǭ:lz hhhhərərərər ɑhȜzbənd əd ɑǱǺvnʜ hhhhǭ: ǭ: ǭ: ǭ: Ǣn ðə ɑmærǺdȢ | 

ɑhȜŋ ɑlu:s ɑraʊnd hə ɑnek  hhhhərərərər ɑnaʊ ɑrɑ:ðə ɑθǺn ɑθrəʊt | ɑslǺpǺŋ Ǻn ðə ɑvi: əv ðə 

ɑpǺŋk ɑwʊl ɑdȢȜmpəəəərrrr    | hə ɑsǺstə ɑnǺtǺd ɑlɑ:st ɑǤ:təm | əz ɑðeǺ ɑsæt əɑraʊnd ðə 

ɑfaǺə || 

 

Gary has lived almost an equal time in Britain, where he grew up, and in 

California in the United States. Although, as he himself says, he tends to gravitate 

more towards British English, the influence of the American English on the way he 

speaks is more than obvious and his speaking can serve as an example how one´s 

accent can be influenced by another one when being exposed to it for a longer time.   

There are signs of rhoticity in his speech, as in /hər, hǭ:, ɑdȢȜmpər/ or 

/ɑǭ:dȢətli/, where he also dropped /n/. There is a fricative sound in with. He also 

pronounces been as /bǺn/, a GA variant.       

 In her own contains a very clear linking r.  

 Like all other informants, he pronounces ate as /eǺt/, there is a syllabic 

consonant in solitary. 

 An example of his “ambivalence” in terms of the two accents is also the 

pronunciation of twenty in his free utterance. He repeats the word twice, once he 

pronounces it as /twenti/ and once as /twentʟi /. 
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7.1.7. Summary of Variations by the British Speakers  

All the British speakers showed variations from the given standard. The 

pronunciation of the devoiced fricative in with, realized by two of the speakers, 

falls outside the RP range. The pronunciation of been with /Ǻ/ sound, realized by 

two speakers, is negligible since some RP speakers may have /bi:n/ as strong form 

and /bǺn/ as weak form (Wells, 2008). /bǺn/ is also a standard pronunciation of been 

in GA. It would probably be commonly expected that the speakers will pronounce 

eat as /et/, but none of them did, they used the variant /eǺt/ instead.  

The variations and the number of their occurrences are summarized in 

Table 7 hereunder. This summary does not include variations made by the speaker 

no. 4, Gary, in terms of his “American-like” sounds as I did not find them relevant 

for it.  

Main RP Variant 
realized by the 
speakers 

No. of 
occurren-
ces  

wǺð wwwwǺǺǺǺθθθθ 2 / 4 

Et eeeeǺtǺtǺtǺt    4 / 4 

ɑsǢlətəri ɑssssǢ.lǺ.tə.riǢ.lǺ.tə.riǢ.lǺ.tə.riǢ.lǺ.tə.ri    1 / 4 

ɑsǢlətəri ɑssssǢlǺtrǢlǺtrǢlǺtrǢlǺtr ̩iiii    1 / 4 

bi:n bbbbǺnǺnǺnǺn    2 / 4 

biɑni:θ bbbbəɑni:əɑni:əɑni:əɑni:θθθθ    1 / 4 

əɑǱen əəəəɑǱeǱeǱeǱeǺnǺnǺnǺn        1 / 4 

ɑǬ:dȢəntli ǭ:dȢətliǭ:dȢətliǭ:dȢətliǭ:dȢətli    1 / 4 

Table 7: Pronunciation variations made by the British speakers 

Further observations: The passage contains examples of regressive 

assimilation in which the voiceless word-initial consonant influences the preceding 

voiced one which becomes also voiceless (Roach, 2009), as in eyes starting out 

/ɑaǺsɕstɑ:tǺŋ ɑaʊt/ , of fourty-four /əfɑfǤ:ti ɑfǤ:/ and was confronted /wəs kənɑfrȜntǺd/. 

Some of the speakers make a pause between the two words, then the word-final 

consonant remains voiced: /ɑaǺz ɕstɑ:tǺŋ ɑaʊt/, /əv ɑfǤ:ti ɑfǤ:/ and /wəz kənɑfrȜntǺd/. 

Words like /ɑmǺsǺz/, /təɑdeǺz/, /riɑmeǺnz əv/ and /ɑbedsprǺŋz/ are thus pronounced 

with /z/, although the degree of voicing is sometimes difficult to determine. There 

are also examples of the RP linking r in the passage, and that in her own /Ǻn 
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hərəʊn/ (or /Ǻnərəʊn/), under a hat-brim /Ȝndər ə ɑhæt ɑbrǺm/ and her on /hər Ǣn/. 

However, the r is not always sounded since some of the speakers read the words in 

an isolated manner. 

 

7.2. The American Speakers  

7.2.1. GA Transcription  

Mrs. Drover looked for the date: it 

was today´s. She dropped the letter 

on to the bed-springs, then picked it 

up to see the writing again – her lips, 

beneath the remains of lipstick, 

beginning to go white. 

ǁɑmǺsǺz  ɑdroʊvə ɕlʊkt ɑfǤ:r ðə ɑdeǺt ǁ ɑǺt 

wəz təɑdeǺz ǁ ʃi ɑdrɑ:pt ðə ɑletʟər ɑ:n tə 

ðə ɑbedsprǺŋz ǁ ɑðen ɕpǺkt Ǻt ɑȜp tə ɑsi: 

ðə ɑraǺtʟǺŋ əɑǱen ǁ hər ɑlǺps  biɑni:θ ðə 

riɑmeǺnz əv ɑlǺpstǺk  biɑǱǺnǺŋ tə ɑǱoʊ 

ɑwaǺt ǁ 

She felt so much the change in her 

own face, that she went to the 

mirror, polished a clear patch in it 

and looked at once urgently and 

stealthily in. 

ǁ ʃi ɑfelt ɑsoʊ ɑmȜtʃ ðə ɑtʃeǺndȢ Ǻn hər 

ɑoʊn ɑfeǺs ǁ ðət ʃi ɑwent tə ðə ɑmǺrər ǁ 

ɑpɑ:lǺʃt ə ɑklǺər ɑpætʃ Ǻn Ǻt ən ɑlʊkt ət 

ɑwȜns ɑǭ:dȢəntli ən ɑstelθǺli Ǻn ǁ 

She was confronted by a woman of 

forty-four, with eyes starting out 

under a hat-brim that had been 

rather carelessly pulled down. 

ǁ ʃi wəz kənɑfrȜntʟəd baǺ ə ɑwʊmən əv 

ɑfǤ:rtʟi ɑfǤ:r ǁ wǺθ ɑaǺz ɕstɑ:rtʟǺŋ ɑaʊt 

ɑȜndr ə ɑhæt ɑbrǺm ðət həd ɑbǺn ɑræðər 

ɑkeərləsli ɕpʊld ɑdaʊn ǁ 

She had not put on any more 

powder since she left the shop where 

she ate her solitary tea. 

 ǁ ʃi həd ɑnɑ:t ɕpʊt ɑɑ:n ɑeni ɑmǤ:r 

ɑpaʊdər ǁ ɑsǺnts ʃi ɑleft ðə ɑʃɑ:p ɑweər ʃi 

ɑeǺt hər ɑsɑ:ləteri ɑti: ǁ 

The pearls her husband had given 

her on their marriage hung loose 

round her now rather thinner throat, 

slipping in the V of the pink wool 

jumper her sister knitted last autumn 

as they sat around the fire. 

ǁ ðə ɑpǭ:lz hər ɑhȜzbənd həd ɑǱǺvnʜ hər 

ɑ:n ɑðeər ɑmærǺdȢ ǁ ɑhȜŋ ɑlu:s ɑraʊnd 

hər ɑnaʊ ɑræðər ɑθǺnər ɑθroʊt ǁ ɑslǺpǺŋ 

Ǻn ðə ɑvi: əv ðə ɑpǺŋk ɑwʊl ɑdȢȜmpər ǁ 

hər ɑsǺstər ɑnǺtʟəd ɑlæst ɑǤ:tʟəm əz ɑðeǺ 

ɑsæt əɑraʊnd ðə ɑfaǺər ǁ 
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7.2.2. Speakers´ Localities 

Speaker no. 5 comes from California, western part of the country. One of the 

characteristic features of the local accent is the THOUGHT - LOT merger: the /Ǥ:/ 

of thought and /ɑ:/ of lot are not distinguished, whereby /Ǥ:/ is becoming absent. 

Further, the vowel /æ/ merges to /e/ before r in words like merry – marry or carry 

– cherry. This phenomenon is widespread in GA accents. Similarly, other mergers 

before r involve /Ǻ/ - /i:/ in mirror – nearer or /Ȝ/ - /ə/ in hurry – furry (Trudgill 

& Hannah, 1994, p. 46 – 47). Californians may further use /Ǻ/ rather than /e/ before 

a nasal, as in ten /tǺn/ and /i:/ rather than /Ǻ/ before the velar nasal, which make 

thing be pronounced as /θi:ŋ/ (Wells, 2008, p. xxi). 

It is difficult to identify the locality of speaker no. 6 since he gave more 

places where he grew up.  

Speaker no. 7 comes from Detroit, Michigan, which falls within the northern 

GA area, the accents of which are in many respects similar to the western ones. 

Characteristic for them is a so called Northern Cities Chain Shift which involves 

/ɑ:/ moving to /æ/, /æ/ is becoming longer and may be diphthongized to /eə/ or 

/Ǻə/, e.g. man /mǺən/ and mat /meət/, and /e/ is moving closer to /Ȝ/, so best and 

bust may sound the same (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994, p. 48). Michigan falls within 

the area where THOUGHT – LOT merger is typically realized (Wells, 1982b). 

Speaker no. 8 comes from California but lived a long time outside it, which 

may have influenced his accent. New York, that he mentions, does not fall within 

the GA area.   

Regional varieties of educated North American English are depicted in 

Figure 6 which forms Appendix 3 hereof.  
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7.2.3. Speaker no. 5: Chris  

||‖ɑmǺsǺz  ɑdoʊvə ɕlʊkt ɑfər ðə ˈdedededeǺǺǺǺʔʔʔʔ || ɑǺt wəz təɑdeǺx || ʃi ɑdrɑ:pt ðə ɑletʟər  

ǤǤǤǤ::::nnnn ðə ɑbedsprǺŋz ən ɕpǺkt Ǻt ɑȜp tə ɑsi: ðə ɑraǺtʟǺŋ əɑǱen | hər ɑlǺps | ɑbreθ ðə 

riɑmeǺnz əv ɑlǺpstǺk | biɑǱǺnǺŋ tə ɑǱoʊ ɑwawawawaǺǺǺǺʔ || ʃi ɑfelt ɑsoʊ ɑmȜtʃ ðə ɑtʃeǺndȢ Ǻn 

hər ɑoʊn ɑfeǺs | ðət ʃi: in ðə ɑmǺrər (ɑaǺ dȢəst ɑkænt ɑsi: ðæt) | ɑpɑ:lǺʃt ə ɑklǺr ɑpætʃ 

Ǻn Ǻn ən ɑlʊkt æt ɑwȜnts ɑǭ:dȢəntli ən ɑstelθǺli Ǻn || ʃi wəs kənɑfrȜntʟəd baǺ ə 

ɑwʊmən əfɑθǬ:  əfɑfǤ:rtʟi ɑfǤ:r | wwwwǺǺǺǺðððð ɑaǺs ɕstɑ:rtʟǺŋ ɑaʊt ɑȜnd ̩r ðə ɕsteərǺŋ ɑaʊt  ɑȜnd ̩r 

eǺ ɑhæt ɑbrǺm ðət ɑhæd ɑbǺn ɑræðər ɑkerləsli ɕpʊldʝɑdʝaʊn || ʃi əd ɑnɑ:t ɕpʊt ǤǤǤǤ:n:n:n:n ɑeni 

ɑmǤ:r ɑpaʊdər ɑsǺns ʃi ɑleft ðə ɑʃɑ:p | ɑwer ʃi ɑeǺt hər ɑsɑ:ləteri ɑti: || ðə ɑpǭ:lz əv 

hər ɑhȜzbənd  ðə ɑpǭ:lz hər ɑhȜzbənd hæd ɑǱǺvn hǭ: ǤǤǤǤ:n:n:n:n hər ɑmmmmeeeeəəəərrrrǺǺǺǺddddȢȢȢȢ ɑhȜŋ ɑlu:s  

ɑraʊnd hǭ: ɑnaʊ ɑræðər ɑθǺnər ɑθroʊt | ɑslǺpǺŋ Ǻn ðə ɑvi: əv ðə ɑpǺŋk ɑwʊl ɑdȢȜmpər 

hər ɑsǺstr ̩ ɑnǺtʟəd ɑlæst ɑɑ:ɑ:ɑ:ɑ:tʟtʟtʟtʟəəəəmmmm    | əz ɑðeǺ ɑsæt əɑraʊnd ðə ɑfaǺər || 

 

It seems that the final t in date and white is realized as a glottal stop since no 

true t is noticeable and the sound is cut off.  

 The final consonant in with is voiced.  

 /æ/ in marriage is closer to /e/ with an indication of diphthongization.  

The vowel in on is rounded. On the other hand, autumn is pronounced with an 

unrounded initial vowel.       
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7.2.4. Speaker no. 6: David 

|| ɑmǺsǺz  ɑdroʊvə ɕlʊkt ɑf ðə ɑdeǺt  ||  ɑǺt wəs təɑdeǺs  ||  ʃi ɑdrɑ:pt ðə  

ɑletʟər ǤǤǤǤ::::nnnn tə ðə ɑbedsprǺŋz | ɑðen ɕpǺkt Ǻt ɑȜp tə ɑsi: ðə ɑraǺtʟǺŋ əɑǱen | hər ɑlǺps | 

biɑni:θ ðə riɑmeǺnz əv ɑlǺpstǺk | biɑǱǺnǺŋ tə ɑǱoʊ ɑwawawawaǺǺǺǺʔ || ʃi ɑfelt ɑsoʊ ɑmȜtʃ ðə 

ɑtʃeǺndȢ Ǻn hər ɑoʊn ɑfeǺs  | ðət ʃi ɑwent tə ðə ɑmmmmǺǺǺǺəəəərrrrəəəərrrr        | ɑppppǤǤǤǤ:l:l:l:lǺǺǺǺsssstttt ə ɑklǺr ɑpætʃ Ǻn ɑǺt 

| ən ɑlʊkt ət ɑwȜns ɑǭ:dȢəntli ən ɑstelθǺli Ǻn || ʃi wəz kənɑɑɑɑfrfrfrfrȜȜȜȜnnnnttttǺǺǺǺdddd baǺ ə ɑwʊmən 

əfɑfǤ:rtʟi ɑfǤ:r | wǺθ ɑaǺz ɕstɑ:rtʟǺŋ ɑaʊt ɑȜndər ə ɑhæt ɑbrǺm | ðət hæd ɑbǺn ɑræðər 

ɑkerləsli ɕpʊldʝɑdʝaʊn || ʃi əd ɑnɑ:t ɕpʊt ɑǤǤǤǤ:n:n:n:n ɑeni ɑmǤ:r ɑpaʊdər ɑsǺnts ʃi ɑleft ðə ɑʃɑ:p 

| ɑwer ʃi ɑeǺt hər ɑsǤ:lǺtʟeritʟi  ɑti: || ðə ɑpǭ:lz hər ɑhȜzbənd hæd ɑǱǺvnʜ hǭ: ǤǤǤǤ:n:n:n:n ɑðer 

ɑmærǺdȢ ɑhȜŋ ɑlu:s ɑraʊnd hər ɑnaʊ ɑræðər ɑθǺnər ɑθroʊt | ɑslǺpǺŋ Ǻn ðə ɑvi: əv ðə 

ɑpǺŋk ɑwʊl ɑdȢȜmpər | hər ɑsǺstr ̩ ɑnǺtʟəd ɑlæst ɑǤ:tʟəm | əz ɑðeǺ ɑsæt əɑraʊnd ðə ɑfafafafaǺǺǺǺrrrr  

|| 

 

/t/ in white seems to be realized as glottal stop.  

 There is a noticeable diphthongization of /Ǻ/ in mirror. 

The word polished tends to have a rounded vowel and /ʃ/ moves rather towards /s/.  

 There is no voiced /t/ in confronted.  

The vowel in on is rounded. 

Schwa in the triphthong of fire is omitted. 
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7.2.5. Speaker 7: Krista 

|| ɑmǺsǺz  ɑdoʊvə ɕlʊkt ɑfər ðə ɑdeǺt || ɑǺt wəz təɑddddeeee::::ssss || ʃi ɑdrɑ:pt ðə ɑletʟər 

ɑ:n ðə ɑbedsprǺŋz | ɑðen ɕpǺkt Ǻt ɑȜp tə ɑsi: ðə ɑraǺtʟǺŋ əɑǱen | hər ɑlǺps | biɑni:θ ðə 

riɑmeǺnz əv ɑlǺpɕstǺk | biɑǱǺnǺŋ tʟtʟtʟtʟəəəə ɑǱoʊ ɑwwwweeeeǺǺǺǺʔ || ʃi: ɑfelt ɑsoʊ ɑmȜtʃ ðə ɑtʃeǺndȢ Ǻn 

ərɑoʊn ɑfeǺs | ðət ʃi ɑwent tə ðə ɑmmmmǺǺǺǺəəəərrrrəəəərrrr | ɑpɑ:lǺʃt ə ɑklǺr ɑpætʃ Ǻn Ǻt ən ɑlʊkt ət 

ɑwȜns ɑǭ:dȢəntli ən ɑstelθǺli Ǻn it || ʃi wəs kənɑfrfrfrfrȜȜȜȜntntntntǺǺǺǺdddd baǺ ə ɑwʊmən əfɑθǭ:tʟi  

ɑfǤ:rtʟi ɑfǤ:r ǁ wǺθ ɑaǺsɕstɑ:rtʟǺŋ ɑaʊt ɑȜndrʜ ðə ɑhæt ɑbrǺm | ən hæd ɑræðər ɑkerləsli 

ɕpʊldʝɑdʝaʊn || ʃi əd ɑnɑ:t ɕpʊt ɑ:n ɑeni ɑmǤ:r ɑpaʊdər ɑsǺnts ʃi ɑleft ðə ɑʃɑ:p | ɑwer ʃi 

ɑeǺt hər ɑsɑ:lǺ ɑssssɑ:lɑ:lɑ:lɑ:lǺǺǺǺteri ɑti: || ðə ɑpǭ:lz hər ɑhȜzbənd həd ɑǱǺvnʜ hǭ: ɑ:n ɑhər 

ɑmærǺdȢ | həv ɑhȜŋ ɑlu:s əɑraʊnd hər ɑnaʊ ɑræðər ɑθǺnər ɑθroʊt | ɑslǺpǺŋ Ǻn ðə ɑvi: 

əv ðə ɑpǺŋk ɑwʊl ɑdȢȜmpər | hər ɑsǺstr ̩ ɑnǺtʟəd ɑlæst ɑɑ:tʟəm | əz ɑðeǺ ɑsæt əɑraʊnd 

ðə ɑfaǺr || 

 

The /eǺ/ diphthong in today is realized as a monophthong with a prolonged /e/.  

The particle to is pronounced with a voiced /t/.  

White is pronounced as /weǺʔ/.  

There is no voiced t in confronted.  

Solitary is pronounced with /Ǻ/.  

Schwa in the triphthong of fire is omitted. 
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7.2.6. Speaker no. 8: John 

|| ɑmǺsǺz  ɑdroʊvə ɕlʊkt ɑfə ðə ɑdeǺt || ɑǺt wəz təɑdeǺz || ʃi ɑdrɑ:pt ðə ɑletʟər  

ɑ:n ðə ɑbedsprǺŋz | ɑðen ɕpǺkt ɑǺt Ȝp tə ɑsi: ðə ɑraǺtʟǺŋ əɑǱen | hər ɑlǺps | biɑni:θ ðə 

riɑmeǺnz əv ɑlǺpstǺk | biɑǱǺnǺŋ tə ɑǱoʊ ɑwaǺt || ʃi ɑfelt ɑsoʊ ɑmȜtʃ ðə ɑtʃeǺndȢ Ǻn ər 

ɑoʊn ɑfeǺs | ðət ʃi ɑwent tə ðə ɑmǺrər | ɑppppǤǤǤǤ:l:l:l:lǺʃǺʃǺʃǺʃtttt eǺ ɑklǺr ɑpætʃ Ǻn ɑǺt | ən ɑlʊkt ət 

ɑwȜns ɑǭ:dȢəntli ən ɑstelθǺɑɑɑɑlililili:::: Ǻn || ʃi wəs kənɑɑɑɑfrfrfrfrȜȜȜȜnnnnttttǺǺǺǺdddd baǺ ə ɑwʊmən əfɑfǤ:rtʟi ɑfǤ:r | 

wǺθ ɑaǺz ɕstɑ:rtʟǺŋ ɑaʊt ɑȜndər eǺ ɑhæt ɑbrǺm | ðət hæd ɑbǺn ɑræðər ɑkerləsli 

ɕpʊldʝɑdʝaʊn || ʃi əd ɑnɑ:t ɕpʊt ɑɑ:n ɑeni ɑmǤ:r ɑpaʊdər ɑsǺnts ʃi ɑleft ðə ɑʃɑ:p | ɑwər ʃi 

ɑeǺt hər ɑsɑ:ləteri ɑti: || ðə ɑpǭ:lz hər ɑhȜzbənd hæd ɑǱǺvnʜ hər ɑ:n ɑðer ɑmærǺdȢ | 

ɑhhhhəəəəŋŋŋŋ ɑlu:s əɑraʊnd hər ɑnaʊ ɑræðər ɑθǺnər ɑθroʊt | ɑslǺpǺŋ Ǻn ði: ɑvi: əv ðə ɑpǺŋk 

ɑwʊl ɑdȢȜmpər | hər ɑsǺstr ̩ ɑnǺtʟəd ɑlæst ɑǤ:tʟəm | əz ɑðeǺ ɑsæt əɑraʊnd ðə ɑfafafafaǺǺǺǺrrrr || 

 

Vowels in polished and on are pronounced as rounded ones.  

There is an additional stress in stealthily as a result of which the final vowel 

in is prolonged.  

There is no voiced /t/ in confronted.  

The vowel in hung is indistinct, it sounds rather as /ə/. 

Schwa in the triphthong of fire is omitted. 

 

7.2.7. Summary of Variations by American Speakers 

All speakers showed deviations from the given standard. Variations by the 

American speakers were more diverse than those made by the British speakers. In 

most cases speakers made a clear distinction between unrounded /ɑ:/ and rounded 

/Ǥ:/, which indicates that the THOUGHT – LOT merger is not realized by the 

speakers. All but one speakers had rounded vowel in on, the distinction being 

clearly recognizable in /ʃi əd ɑnnnnɑ:tɑ:tɑ:tɑ:t ɑpʊt ǤǤǤǤ:n:n:n:n/. The actual roundness of vowels is, 

however, difficult to assess. 

In some instances it was difficult to distinguish whether the speaker 

pronounces /Ǻ/ or /ə/ phoneme, confirming a more lax character of /Ǻ/ in GA. 

Similarly, there was an instance when /ə/ and /Ȝ/ were difficult to distinguish, on 

the other hand, speaker no. 8, John, made a clear distinction between these two 
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phonemes by pronouncing a clear /ə/ instead of /Ȝ/ in hung, unlike the rest of the 

speakers. 

There was also an evidence of a vowel diphthongization realized in the word 

mirror, in which two of the speakers pronounced /Ǻ/ with a glide towards /ə/. In 

once instance /e/ glided towards /ə/ in marriage. 

An interesting point was the occurrence of t-glottaling which occurred in two 

instances in white, although this phenomenon is supposed to be rather a matter of 

RP than GA. 

As regards the vowel length, it was not always easy to distinguish between 

short and long vowels but as the length is not considered to have a distinguishing 

character in GA, this could have been predicted. Table 8 shows an overview of the 

variants realized by the speakers and their occurrence vis-à-vis the number of 

speakers.  

GA Variant 
realized by the 
speakers 

No. of 
occurren-
ces  

deǺt dedededeǺǺǺǺʔ 1 / 4 

waǺt wawawawaǺǺǺǺʔ    2 / 4 

waǺt weweweweǺǺǺǺʔ    1 / 4 

ɑ:n ǤǤǤǤ:n:n:n:n    1 / 4 

wǺθ wwwwǺðǺðǺðǺð    1 / 4 

ɑmærǺdȢ ɑmemememeərǺdȢərǺdȢərǺdȢərǺdȢ    1 / 4 

ɑmǺrər ɑmmmmǺərər  Ǻərər  Ǻərər  Ǻərər      2 / 4 

ɑpɑ:lǺʃt ɑppppǤǤǤǤ:l:l:l:lǺsǺsǺsǺstttt    1 / 4 

ɑpɑ:lǺʃt ɑppppǤ:lǺʃtǤ:lǺʃtǤ:lǺʃtǤ:lǺʃt    1 / 4 

kənɑfrȜntʟəd kkkkənɑənɑənɑənɑfrfrfrfrȜntǺdȜntǺdȜntǺdȜntǺd    3 / 4 

ɑsɑ:ləteri ɑssssɑ:lɑ:lɑ:lɑ:lǺǺǺǺteriteriteriteri    1 / 4 

təɑdeǺz ttttəɑəɑəɑəɑde:de:de:de:ssss 1 / 4 

tə tʟətʟətʟətʟə    1 / 4 

hȜŋ hhhhəŋəŋəŋəŋ 1 / 4 

ɑǤ:tʟəm ɑɑ:tʟəmɑɑ:tʟəmɑɑ:tʟəmɑɑ:tʟəm    1 / 4 

faǺər fafafafaǺrǺrǺrǺr    3 / 4 

Table 8: Pronunciation variations made by the American speakers 
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7.3. British vs. American Speakers – Summary of the Practical Part 

In section 6 we have asked three questions which we can repeat here:  

- Will a speaker with an appropriate (university) education stick to the 

pronunciation standard of his/her respective country? 

- If not, to what extent will he/she deviate from such standard? 

- What kind of pronunciation variations in relation to the speakers´ standard 

accents can be identified? 

 

The analysis of the recordings has shown that all addressed informants, 

having a university degree and a proper job position, did, to a greater or lesser 

extent, deviate from the pronunciation standards of their countries. 

Variables have been identified within the text passage to focus on, showing 

less common pronunciation variants, although it has been pointed out that some 

other pronunciation variations may occur, as well. Fifteen variables have been 

identified for RP and fourteen for GA.  

In reference to sections 7.1.7. and 7.2.7. above, we can conclude that the 

American speakers had almost twice as many occurrences of variations than the 

British speakers, which is shown in Table 9. This may be caused by a greater 

mobility of American speakers and their exposure to different regional accents. 

Most of the variations occurred expectedly in the vocalic area and not all variations 

are realized by all the speakers. The overall list of variations is shown in Table 10 

in Appendix 5 hereof. 

 No. of  
variations 

% vs.  
word count 

British speakers 8 5.3 

American speakers 15 10 

Table 9: Number of variations in proportion to word count 

7.4. Free Utterances 

We will not deal with the speakers´ free utterances in detail, we will only list 

major variations they made. Those made by the British speakers are negligible, 

therefore variations from GA only are listed in Table 11 and recording in the 

Appendix 7. 
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GA Variant realized by 
the speakers 

nǤ:rθ nnnnǤ:rǤ:rǤ:rǤ:rðððð 

ɑkȜntri ɕkȜntɑri:ɕkȜntɑri:ɕkȜntɑri:ɕkȜntɑri: 

læst læɹstlæɹstlæɹstlæɹst 

ænd ænænænæn 

ɑmænədȢə ɑmænədȢǭ:ɑmænədȢǭ:ɑmænədȢǭ:ɑmænədȢǭ: 

nu: nju:nju:nju:nju: 

wǺθ wwwwǺǺǺǺðððð    

Table 11: Variations made by the American speakers in free utterances 

7.5. Problematic areas 

Analyses of sounds are today commonly made with instruments that are 

devised for it, while the only instrument of mine was my auditory perception. 

The listening part was thus the greatest challenge for me on writing this thesis. 

All in all I listened to the recordings 7 – 8 times but there were areas on which I 

had to concentrate even more. They relate to one of the following aspects. 

One of the challenges was the area of American vowels. The vowels in 

the British pronunciation are much easier to distinguish. There were three types 

of American vowels where I found difficulties. Firstly, the /ɑ:/ vs. 

/Ǥ:/ distinction, caused by the smaller roundness of /Ǥ:/. To distinguish between 

these two phonemes, I had to focus on two nearest contrasting words which 

contained them.  For assessing a degree of roundness a video recorder may be 

helpful (although I would then be afraid if the informants would cooperate as 

willingly as they did). Secondly, the /ə/ vs. /Ǻ/ distinction, these two phonemes 

having allophonic character in GA, and thirdly, some of the speakers had a less 

clear /æ/ vs. /ɑ:/ distinction.  

Other challenges lay in identification of strong and weak forms, voiced 

and voiceless final consonants and assimilated sounds, as in pulled down. 

 

8 Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis was to compare differences between pronunciations of 

British and American speech sounds in relation to their standard accents, the 
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standard British accent being Received Pronunciation and the standard American 

accent being General American.  

The theoretical part serves as a background for the practical part and can be 

divided into three main sections. In the first one the term accent itself and the two 

standard English accents are introduced, featuring the main aspects of both. While 

RP is a socially preferred accent spoken by a minority of British speakers, and may 

be exposed to a certain stagmatization therefore, GA is not linked to any social 

class and is spoken on vast area of the US.  

The second section deals with the comparison of RP and GA vowels which 

are the source of the most phonemic and phonetic differences. The comparison is 

made with the help of lexical sets, a system of reference words representing 

individual vowels. Vocalic differences between RP and GA can be found both in 

the area of short and long vowels and diphthongs, as well, differences of salient 

importance were ascertained in LOT and BATH words.  

The last section of the theoretical part deals with differences between the RP 

and GA consonants and it also presents features and impacts of rhoticity, which is 

the main source of differences in this area, besides the t-phoneme and l-phoneme.  

Practical part is devoted to the analysis of four recordings I made with British 

speakers and four recordings I made with American speakers. This was an 

interesting part of the work as I had a direct interaction with native speakers and 

some of them were very interested in the topic of accents and provided me with 

some interesting information. This was, in particular, speaker no. 6, David, who´s 

wife comes from New Zealand and speaks, as he says, the “Queen´s English” and 

speaker no. 4, Gary, whose accent is very much influenced by his long-time stay in 

the US.   

The aim of the practical part was to compare if and how the speakers´ accents 

deviate from their respective standard (educated) accents. The speakers´ task was 

first to speak freely in order to provide information about their origin and social 

status and then read a short text passage. Their utterances were transcribed and 

compared with transcriptions of the same in their standard accents. The results were 

first described individually for each speaker and then summarized in terms of the 

type of variations and number of occurrences. It was ascertained that the American 

speakers deviated from GA in more than twice as many instances than the British 

speakers. With some exceptions the variations made by the British speakers were of 
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rather a minor importance. Most of the variations made by the American speakers 

were actually expected, except one, which was t-glottaling, a feature found in RP 

but not in GA and most of American accents. 
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Appendix 1: English consonant phonemes 

 

Table 4: Chart of English consonant phonemes (Roach, 2009, p. 52) 
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Appendix 2: RP and GA vowel sounds comparison 

 

Reference Word RP GA Reference Word RP GA 

KIT Ǻ Ǻ DRESS e ǫ 

TRAP æ æ STRUT Ȝ Ȝ 

LOT ǢǢǢǢ ɑ:ɑ:ɑ:ɑ: CLOTH ǢǢǢǢ ǤǤǤǤ:::: 

FOOT ʊ ʊ       

FLEECE i: i: GOOSE u:u:u:u:    u: 

NURSE Ǭ: ǭ THOUGHT ǤǤǤǤ::::    Ǥ: 

NORTH Ǥ: Ǥ:r BATH ɑ:ɑ:ɑ:ɑ:    æ 

START ɑ: ɑ:r PALM ɑ:ɑ:ɑ:ɑ:    ɑ: 

PRICE aǺ aǺ FACE eeeeǺǺǺǺ    eǺ 

CHOICE ǤǺ ǤǺ MOUTH aaaaʊʊʊʊ    aʊ 

GOAT əʊ o NEAR ǺəǺəǺəǺə    Ǻr 

SQUARE eə er/ær CURE ʊəʊəʊəʊə    ʊr 

Table 5: RP and GA vowel sounds comparison 
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Appendix 3: Regional varieties of educated North American English 

 

Fig. 6: Regional varieties of educated North American English (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994) 
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Appendix 4: Record of the informants´ natural speech 

 
Speaker no. 1: Karl: 
Occupation: English teacher in the Czech Republic 

Comes from Budleigh Salterton, county of Devon, UK  

Ok, so, my name is Karl, I am from a 

small seaside town in south-west 

England, called Budleigh Salterton, in 

the capital in the county of Devon 

near Exeter. Previously I studied 

psychology and biology at university 

before retraining as an English 

teacher in preparation for life in the 

Czech Republic. Now I live and work 

as an English teacher in the small but 

beautiful city of Zlín.  

ɕəɑkeǺ ǁ  ɑsəʊ |  ɑmaǺ ɑneǺmǺs ɑkɑ:l ǁ 

ɑaǺəm frəm eǺ      ɑsmǤ:l ɑsi:saǺtɑtaʊn Ǻn 

ɕsaʊθɑwest ɑǺŋǱlənd ǁ  ɑkǤ:ld ɑbȜdli 

ɑsǤ:ltətən Ǻn ðə ɑkæpǺtəl Ǻn ðə 

ɑkaʊnti: əv ɑdevn | nǺə ɑeksǺtə ǁ  

ɑpri:vǺəsli: ɑaǺ ɑstȜdi:d saǺɑkǢlədȢi: 

ænd baǺɑǢlədȢi: ət ɕju:nǺɑvǬ:sǺti ǁ  

biɑfǤ: ɕri:ɑtreǺnǺŋ əz ən ɑǺŋǱlǺʃ ɑti:tʃə 

Ǻn ɕprepəɑreǺʃnʜ fə ɑlaǺf Ǻn ðə ɑtʃek 

riɑpȜblǺk ǁ  naʊ ɑaǺ ɑlǺv ænd ɑwǬ:k əz 

ən ɑǺŋǱlǺʃ ɑti:tʃə | Ǻn ði : ɑsmǤ:l bət 

ɑbju:tǺflʜ ɑsǺti: əv ɑzli:n ǁ 

 

Speaker no. 2: Leigh 

Occupation: Business unit manager 

Comes from Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, UK  

Hello, my name is Leigh Jessiman, 

I ´m from Milton Keynes and I find 

American English fairly 

straightforward as it´s my native 

language. 

həɑləʊ ǁ  maǺ ɑneǺmǺs li: ɑdȢesǺmən ǁ  

ɑaǺm frəm ɑmǺltən ɑkǺ:nz ǁ ænd ɑaǺ 

ɑfaǺnd əɑmerǺkən ɑǺŋǱlǺʃ ɑfeəli 

ɕstreǺtɑfǤ:wəd ǁ əz Ǻts ɑmaǺ ɑneǺtǺv 

ɑlæŋǱwǺdȢ ǁ 
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Speaker no. 3: Steve 

Occupation: Electronics engineer 

Comes from north-west London, UK  

Hello, My name´s Steve, eh I was eh 

born and lived for majority of my live 

in north-west London, moved to 

Basingstoke, lived there for about five 

years, and the last eight years I have 

lived in Yorkshire. 

ǁ həɑləʊ ǁ maǺ ɑneǺmsti:v  e:m ǁ ɑaǺ 

wəz  e: | ɑbǤ:n ən ɑlǺvd  f məɑdȢǢrəti 

maǺ ɑlaǺv Ǻn ɕnǤ:θɑwest ɑlȜndən ǁ 

mu:vd tu: ɑbeǺzǺŋstəʊk ǁ ɑlǺvd ðeə fər 

əɑbaʊt ɑfaǺv ɑjiəz ǁ ænd ðə ɑlɑ:st ɑeǺt 

ɑjiəz ɑaǺ əv ɑlǺvd Ǻn ɑjǤ:kʃə ǁ 

 

Speaker no. 4: Gary 

Occupation: Business manager 

Comes from south-west of England 

Ok, so my name is Gary, ehm, I lived 

for 25 years in the UK, in the south-

west of England, and for the last 20 

years I´ve been living in the US, 

specifically California, ehm, I work as 

a business manager in the 

semiconductor industry. 

ɕooooʊʊʊʊɑkeǺ ǁ ɑsəʊ maǺ ɑneǺm is ɑǱæri ǁ 

e:m | ɑaǺ ɑlǺvd fǤ: ɑtwentʟitwentʟitwentʟitwentʟi faǺv ɑjiəz Ǻn 

ðə ɕju:ɑkeǺ Ǻn ðə ɕsaʊθɑwest əv 

ɑǺŋǱlənd | ænd fə ðə ɑlɑ:st ɑtwenti 

ɑjiəz aǺv bbbbǺnǺnǺnǺn ɑlǺvǺŋ in ði ɕju: ɑes | 

spəɑsǺfǺklʜi ɕkæləɑfǤ:njə  e:m | ɑaǺ 

ɑwwwwǭ:kǭ:kǭ:kǭ:k əz eǺ ɑbǺznǺs ɑmænǺdȢər Ǻn ðə 

ɕsemǺkənɑdȜktə ɑǺndəstri ǁ 

Speaker no. 5: Chris 

Occupation: Director of engineering 

Comes from south of San Francisco, California, USA 

Hello, eh, my name is Chris Chang, I 

was born in actually Seattle, 

Washington, but I´v spent, eh, almost 

all my life growing up in California, 

north in California just south of San 

Francisco, ehm, I am currently 

director of engineering here in Lam 

Research. 

ǁ həɑloʊ ǁ ɑe | ɑmaǺ ɑneǺmis ɑkrǺs ɑtʃæŋ ǁ 

ɑaǺ wəz ɑbǤ:rn Ǻn ɑæktæktæktæktʃəliʃəliʃəliʃəli siɑætʟl  

ɑwɑ:ʃǺŋtən ǁ bət aǺv ɑspent  e: | 

ɑɑ:lmostɑɑ:lmostɑɑ:lmostɑɑ:lmost ɑ    ɑ:l ɑmaǺ ɑlaǺf ɕǱroʊǺŋ ɑȜp Ǻn 

ɕkæləɑfǤ:rnjə ǁ ɑnnnnǤ:Ǥ:Ǥ:Ǥ:rrrrðððð Ǻn ɕkæləɑfǤ:rnjə 

ɑdȢəst ɑsaʊθ əv ɑsæn frænɑsǺskoʊ ǁ e:m 

| ɑaǺ əm ɑkǭ:əntli:əntli:əntli:əntli: dəɑrektər əv 

ɕendȢǺɑnǺrǺŋ hǺərǺn ɑlæm ɑri:sǭ:tʃɑri:sǭ:tʃɑri:sǭ:tʃɑri:sǭ:tʃ    ǁ 
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Speaker no. 6: David 

Occupation: Product manager 

Grew up in seven different cities in the USA 
 

Ok, ehm, my name is David Kratz, I 

was originally born in Orlando, 

Florida, ehm, I grew up in seven 

different cities in the US, so my accent 

is very much a mix of many areas of 

the US, Orlando, Florida, Columbus, 

Ohio, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 

Chicago, Illinois, Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin, ehm, primarily where I 

grew up. After xxx xxx university I 

also lived in California for some xxx 

time. Ehm, I currently work as 

management, responsible for product 

management in semiconductor 

equipment industry and living for last 

three years in Austria. 

 

ɕoʊ:ɑkeǺ ǁ e:m | ɑmaǺ ɑneǺmis ɑdeǺvəd 

ɑkræts ǁ ɑaǺ wəz əɑrǺdȢənəli ɑbǤ:rn Ǻn 

Ǥ:rɑlændoʊ  ɑflǤ:rǺdə ǁ e:m | ɑaǺ ɕǱru: 

ɑȜp Ǻn ɑsevn ɑdǺfrənt ɑsǺtʟiz Ǻn ðə ɕju: ɑes 

ǁ ɑsoʊ ɑmaǺ ækɑsent s ɑveri ɑmȜtʃ ə 

ɑmǺks əv ɑmeni ɑeriəz əf ðə ɕju: ɑes ǁ 

Ǥ:rɑlændoʊ  ɑflǤ:rǺdə | kəɑlȜmbəs  

Ǥ:ɑhaǺoʊǤ:ɑhaǺoʊǤ:ɑhaǺoʊǤ:ɑhaǺoʊ | ɑpǺtsbǭ:Ǳ  ɕpensəlɑveǺnjə | 

ʃǺɑkɑ:ɕǱoʊ  ɕǺləɕnǤǺ | ɕmǺɑlwǤ:ki  

ɕwǺɑskɑ:nsən ǁ e:m | praǺɑmerəli ɑwer 

ɑaǺ ɕǱru: ɑȜp ǁ ɑæfər xxx xxx 

ɕju:nǺɑvǭ:sətʟi ɑaǺ ɑǤ:lsoʊ ɑlǺvd Ǻn 

ɕkæləɑfǤ:rnjə fər ɑsəm xxx ɑtaǺm ǁ e:m | 

ɑaǺ ɑkǭ:əntli: ɑwǭ:k əz  ɑmænəəəədȢmənt ǁ 

ɑspɑ:nsəbl fr ɑprɑ:dȜkt ɑmænədȢmənt 

Ǻn ɕsemikənɑddddəəəəʃtʃtʃtʃtrrrr ǺɑkwǺpmənt ɑǺndəstri 

ænd ɑlǺvǺŋ fər ɑlæst ɑθri: ɑjǺrz Ǻn 

ɑǤ:striə ǁ 
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Speaker no. 7: Krista 

Occupation: Technical product manager 

Comes from Detroit, Michigan, USA 
 

My name is Krista, I grew up in 

Detroit, Michigan, which is an mid-

west of the US, middle of the country, 

I also lived in California for about 

nine years, and most recently 

Colorado for the last twelve years and 

now Austria. I´m a technical product 

manager at Lam Research and been in 

Austria for the past fifteen months. 

ǁ ɑmaǺ ɑneǺm is ɑkrǺstə ǁ ɑaǺ ɕǱru: ɑȜp Ǻn 

di:ɕtrǤǺt  ɑmǺʃǺǱn ̩ ǁ ɑwǺtʃ Ǻz ən 

ɑmǺɑdwest əv ði ɕju: ɑes ǁ ɑmǺdl əv ðə 

ɕkȜntɑri:ɕkȜntɑri:ɕkȜntɑri:ɕkȜntɑri: ǁ ɑa ɑǤ:lsoʊ ɑlǺvd Ǻn 

ɕkæləɑfǤ:rnjə fǤ:r əɑbaʊt ɑnaǺn ɑjǺrz ǁ ən 

ɑmoʊst ɑri:sntli ɕkɑ:ləɑrɑ:doʊ f ðə ɑlæɹstlæɹstlæɹstlæɹst 

ɑtwelv ɑjǺrz ǁ ənʝ ɑnʝaʊ ɑ Ǥ:striə ǁ ɑaǺ əm eǺ 

ɑteknǺkl ɑprɑ:dȜkt ɑmænədȢǭ:ǭ:ǭ:ǭ: ət ɑlæm 

riɑsǭ:tʃ  ænd ɑbǺn Ǻn ɑ Ǥ:striə  fər ðə 

ɑpæst ɕfǺfɑti:n ɑmȜnθs ǁ 

 

Speaker no. 8: John 

Occupation: Director of supply chain 

Comes from California, USA 

Hello, my name´s John, I was born in 

California and I´v lived in New York 

and Colorado and I moved back to 

California about fifteen years ago and 

have lived there ever since. I work in 

supply chain, I am a director of supply 

chain and responsible for purchasing 

all sorts of different materials for 

semiconductor equipment.  

həɑloʊ ǁ ɑmaǺ ɑneǺmz ɑdȢɑən ǁ ɑaǺ wəz 

ɑbǤ:rn Ǻn ɕkæləɑfǤ:rnjə ǁ e:e:e:e: aiv ɑlǺvd Ǻn 

ɑnju:nju:nju:nju: ɑjǤ:rk ænænænæn ɕkɑ:ləɑrɑ:doʊ ǁ ænænænæn ɑaǺ 

ɑmu:vtɑbæk tə ɕkæləɑfǤ:rnjə əɑbaʊt 

ɕfǺfɑti:n ɑjǺrz əɑǱoʊ ən əv ɑlǺvd ðər ɑevər 

ɑssssəntsəntsəntsənts ǁ ɑaǺ ɑwǭ:k Ǻn səɑplaǺ ɑtʃeǺn ǁ ɑaǺ 

əm ə dəɑrektər f səɑplaǺ ɑtʃeǺn ǁ ænænænæn 

riɑspɑ:nsəblʜ fər ɑpǭ:tʃəsǺŋ ɑǤ:l ɑsǤ:rts ə 

ɑdǺfərənt məɑtǺriəlz fər ɕsemikənɑdəktər 

ǺɑkwǺpmənt ǁ 
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Appendix 5: Summary of variations made by the British and American speakers 

Main RP Variant 
realized by 
the 
speakers 

No. of 
occurren-
ces  

GA Variant 
realized by 
the 
speakers 

No. of 
occurren-
ces  

wǺð wwwwǺǺǺǺθθθθ 2/4 deǺt dedededeǺǺǺǺʔ 1/4 

et eeeeǺtǺtǺtǺt    4/4 waǺt wawawawaǺǺǺǺʔ    2/4 

ɑsǢlətəri ɑssssǢ.lǺ.tə.riǢ.lǺ.tə.riǢ.lǺ.tə.riǢ.lǺ.tə.ri    1/4 waǺt weweweweǺǺǺǺʔ    1/4 

ɑsǢlətəri ɑssssǢlǺtrǢlǺtrǢlǺtrǢlǺtr ̩iiii    1/4 ɑ:n ǤǤǤǤ:n:n:n:n    1/4 

bi:n bbbbǺnǺnǺnǺn    2/4 wǺθ wwwwǺðǺðǺðǺð    1/4 

biɑni:θ bbbbəɑni:əɑni:əɑni:əɑni:θθθθ    1/4 ɑmærǺdȢ ɑmemememeərǺdȢərǺdȢərǺdȢərǺdȢ    1/4 

əɑǱen əəəəɑǱeǱeǱeǱeǺnǺnǺnǺn        1/4 ɑǤ:tʟəm ɑɑ:tʟəmɑ:tʟəmɑ:tʟəmɑ:tʟəm    1/4 

ɑǬ:dȢəntli ǭ:dȢətliǭ:dȢətliǭ:dȢətliǭ:dȢətli    1/4 ɑmǺrər ɑmmmmǺərər  Ǻərər  Ǻərər  Ǻərər      2/4 

      ɑpɑ:lǺʃt ɑppppǤǤǤǤ:l:l:l:lǺsǺsǺsǺstttt    1/4 

      ɑpɑ:lǺʃt ɑppppǤ:lǺʃtǤ:lǺʃtǤ:lǺʃtǤ:lǺʃt    1/4 

      kənɑfrȜntʟəd kkkkənɑənɑənɑənɑfrfrfrfrȜntǺdȜntǺdȜntǺdȜntǺd    3/4 

      ɑsɑ:ləɕteri ɑssssɑ:lɑ:lɑ:lɑ:lǺǺǺǺteriteriteriteri    1/4 

      təɑdeǺz ttttəɑəɑəɑəɑde:de:de:de:ssss 1/4 

      tə tʟətʟətʟətʟə    1/4 

      hȜŋ hhhhəŋəŋəŋəŋ 1/4 

Table 10: Overall variations made by the British and American speakers 
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Appendix 6: Analysis of the text by Textanalyser (2004) 

Total word count :  150  

Number of different words :  105  

Complexity factor (Lexical Density) :  70% 

Readability (Gunning-Fog Index) : (6-easy 20-hard) 8.1  

Total number of characters :  785  

Number of characters without spaces :  620  

Average Syllables per Word:  1.41  

Sentence count :  8 

Average sentence length (words) :  18.88  

Max sentence length (words) :  38 

( the pearls her husband had given her on their marriage hung loose 
round her now rather thinner throat slipping in the v of the pink 
wool jumper her sister knitted last autumn as they sat around the 
fire)  

Min sentence length (words) :  1 

(mrs) 
 

Readability (Alternative) beta : (100-easy 20-hard, optimal 
60-70) 68.5  
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Frequency and top words :  

Word Occurrences Frequency Rank 

The 13 8.7%  1 

She 7 4.7%  2 

Her  7 4.7%  2 

To 4 2.7%  3 

In  4 2.7%  3 

Of  3 2% 4 

Had 3 2% 4 

A 3 2% 4 

On 3 2% 4 

It  3 2% 4 

And 2 1.3%  5 

rather  2 1.3%  5 

Was 2 1.3%  5 

looked  2 1.3%  5 

that  2 1.3%  5 

since  1 0.7%  6 
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Tea 1 0.7%  6 

left  1 0.7%  6 

shop  1 0.7%  6 

solitary  1 0.7%  6 

Ate  1 0.7%  6 

where  1 0.7%  6 

Not  1 0.7%  6 

carelessly  1 0.7%  6 

been  1 0.7%  6 

brim  1 0.7%  6 

Hat  1 0.7%  6 

pulled  1 0.7%  6 

down 1 0.7%  6 

more  1 0.7%  6 

Any 1 0.7%  6 

Put  1 0.7%  6 

pearls  1 0.7%  6 

powder  1 0.7%  6 
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hung  1 0.7%  6 

knitted  1 0.7%  6 

last  1 0.7%  6 

sister  1 0.7%  6 

jumper  1 0.7%  6 

wool  1 0.7%  6 

autumn  1 0.7%  6 

As 1 0.7%  6 

fire  1 0.7%  6 

around  1 0.7%  6 

Sat  1 0.7%  6 

they  1 0.7%  6 

pink  1 0.7%  6 

V 1 0.7%  6 

under  1 0.7%  6 

marriage  1 0.7%  6 

their  1 0.7%  6 

given  1 0.7%  6 
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loose  1 0.7%  6 

round  1 0.7%  6 

slipping  1 0.7%  6 

throat  1 0.7%  6 

thinner  1 0.7%  6 

Now 1 0.7%  6 

husband  1 0.7%  6 

woman 1 0.7%  6 

lips  1 0.7%  6 

again  1 0.7%  6 

writing  1 0.7%  6 

See 1 0.7%  6 

beneath  1 0.7%  6 

remains  1 0.7%  6 

white  1 0.7%  6 

Go 1 0.7%  6 

beginning  1 0.7%  6 

lipstick  1 0.7%  6 
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Up 1 0.7%  6 

picked  1 0.7%  6 

today´s  1 0.7%  6 

date  1 0.7%  6 

For  1 0.7%  6 

drover  1 0.7%  6 

dropped  1 0.7%  6 

letter  1 0.7%  6 

then  1 0.7%  6 

springs  1 0.7%  6 

Bed 1 0.7%  6 

felt  1 0.7%  6 

So 1 0.7%  6 

By 1 0.7%  6 

confronted  1 0.7%  6 

stealthily  1 0.7%  6 

urgently  1 0.7%  6 

Mrs  1 0.7%  6 
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forty  1 0.7%  6 

starting  1 0.7%  6 

eyes  1 0.7%  6 

with  1 0.7%  6 

four  1 0.7%  6 

once  1 0.7%  6 

At  1 0.7%  6 

face  1 0.7%  6 

Own 1 0.7%  6 

change  1 0.7%  6 

much 1 0.7%  6 

went  1 0.7%  6 

mirror  1 0.7%  6 

patch  1 0.7%  6 

clear  1 0.7%  6 

polished  1 0.7%  6 

Out  1 0.7%  6 
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Word Length :  

Word Length (characters) Word count  Frequency 

3 48 31.8%  

4 25 16.6%  

2 23 15.2%  

6 17 11.3%  

5 13 8.6%  

7 9 6% 

8 7 4.6%  

1 5 3.3%  

10 3 2% 

9 1 0.7%  
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Syllable count :  

Syllable count Word count  Frequency 

1 97 66% 

2 42 28.6%  

3 6 4.1%  

4 2 1.4%  

2 word phrases frequency :  

Expression Expression count  Frequency Prominence 

of the  2 1.3%  43.6  

to the  2 1.3%  77.5  

Unfiltered wordcount : 

Expression Expression count  Frequency Prominence 

The 13 8.7%  56.3  

Her  7 4.7%  34.8  

She 7 4.7%  54.8  

In  4 2.7%  48.8  

To 4 2.7%  79 

Had 3 2% 33.3  

Of  3 2% 45.8  
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On 3 2% 48.7  

A 3 2% 52.2  

It  3 2% 80.7  

rather  2 1.3%  27.3  

That  2 1.3%  54.3  

And 2 1.3%  57 

Was 2 1.3%  74 

looked  2 1.3%  78.3  
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Appendix 7: Audio CD  
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Résumé 

The thesis is devoted to the comparison of speech sounds of standard British and American 
accents. The practical part is devoted to the analysis of recordings of four British and four 
American speakers whose utterances are compared with their respective accents. The 
analysis has shown to what extent the speakers´ utterances deviated from the standard 
accents of their mother countries. Types of variations made by the speakers have been 
identified and compared. 
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